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Tobacco remains the leading cause of preventable, premature death in adults world-wide. Among 

the most potent carcinogens in tobacco are the tobacco-specific nitrosamines, with 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) the most potent as well as one of the most 

abundant. In vivo NNK is extensively metabolized to the equally carcinogenic 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL). Of the two NNAL enantiomers, (S)-NNAL 

appears to be more carcinogenic than its (R)- counterpart within rodent models. Menthol, which 

creates mint flavor and scent, is often added to tobacco in both menthol and non-menthol cigarettes 

and has been shown to decrease the detoxification of NNAL. Due to the differential carcinogenic 

potential of the NNAL enantiomers, it is increasingly important to identify UGT enzyme targets 

the specific NNAL enantiomers for glucuronidation, to understand the UGTs involved in tissue-

specific NNAL detoxification, and to characterize the mechanism of menthols inhibition of the 

NNAL detoxification pathway. To examine these, each of the six UGTs (1A4, 1A9, 1A10, 2B7, 
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2B10, 2B17) known to detoxify racemic NNAL were tested against pure NNAL enantiomers,  

targeted upper aerodigestive tissues were examined for stereo-selective NNAL-Gluc formation 

with racemic NNAL as a substrate, and urinary metabolites of NNAL and menthol were analyzed. 

In a screening of cells expressing individual UGT enzymes, all NNAL glucuronidating UGTs 

exhibited some level of stereo-specific preference for individual NNAL enantiomers, with UGTs 

1A10 and 2B17 forming primarily (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc. Kinetic analysis indicated that 2B17 

exhibited at least a 9-fold lower KM than UGT1A10. All tissue types preferentially formed (R)-

NNAL-O-Gluc in the presence of racemic-NNAL; only esophagus exhibited any detectable 

formation of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc. Levels of urinary NNAL-N-Gluc significantly (p<0.05) 

decreased among subjects with high levels of total urinary menthol, indicating that the presence of 

menthol could lead to NNAL being retained in the body longer, which could increase the 

opportunity for NNAL to damage DNA and lead to the development of tobacco-related cancers. 

These data demonstrate that variations in the expression or activity of specific UGTs may affect 

the clearance of specific NNAL enantiomers known to induce tobacco-related cancers. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Introduction 

 Tobacco has been linked to lung cancer for over a century,4 and remains the leading cause 

of preventable premature death in adults world-wide.5 In the United States, tobacco smokers have 

a mortality rate three times higher than individuals who have never smoked.6 Tobacco smoke 

contains more than 7000 chemicals, 250 of which are known to be harmful including nearly 70 

chemicals known to cause cancer.7 Many of these chemicals, both carcinogenic and non-

carcinogenic, undergo glucuronidation as a part of their metabolic pathway and furthermore, this 

pathway is often the detoxification step for tobacco carcinogens. Chemicals in tobacco known to 

cause cancer are frequently referred to as pro-carcinogens, as they go through metabolic activation 

once they enter the body. Activation pathways tend to be more extensively studied when compared 

to detoxification pathways, but findings have shown that decreases in glucuronidation are linked 

to increased tobacco-related cancer risk. 

 Glucuronidation is a conjugation reaction that is mediated by glucuronosyltransferase 

(UGT) enzymes. UGT enzymes catalyze the transfer of glucuronic acid moiety to a nucleophilic 

functional group from a uridine diphosphate glucuronic acid (UDPGA) cofactor. Acceptor 

functional groups for glucuronidation reactions can be hydroxyl (aliphatic or phenolic), carboxylic 

acid, amines, thiol groups, and even acidic carbon atoms.8 The human UGT superfamily of 

enzymes consists of 21 functional enzymes which are responsible for the glucuronidation of drugs, 

non-drug xenobiotics, and various endogenous compounds.1, 9 The UGTs are expressed in all of 
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the tobacco-related cancer tissues within the body and they play a primary role in the detoxification 

of many tobacco carcinogens, including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and tobacco 

specific nitrosamines (TSNA) as well as being involved in the clearance of flavor compounds such 

as menthol.  

 

Tobacco Use 

Market Share 

Some 19% of the US population (~47.4 million people) used some form of tobacco product 

in 2017.10 While the smoking rate in the US has been steadily falling since the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC) started tracking the adult smoking rate in 1970, US consumers still 

spend an estimated 100 billion dollars a year on tobacco products. This includes the purchase of 

249 billion cigarettes, 11.9 billion large cigars, 0.6 billion small cigars, and 129.4 million pounds 

of smokeless tobacco.11-14 Tobacco product descriptions are summarized in Table 1.1. In 2017 

there were four companies who controlled 92% of the cigarette market: Philip Morris USA, 

Reynolds America Inc., ITG Brands, and Liggett.11, 15 Meanwhile, 98% of the smokeless tobacco 

market is controlled by three companies: Altria Group Inc. [who purchased the fastest growing 

electronic cigarette company, JUUL, in 2018], British American Tobacco, and Swedish Match.14 

In addition to domestic tobacco sales, in 2000 US tobacco companies exported 182.5 thousand 

metric tons of tobacco leaves and 864 billion cigarettes, which is nearly 20% of total cigarettes 

sold worldwide.16 To maintain market share and sales levels tobacco companies spent 9.6 billion 

dollars on US advertising in 2016, roughly 26 million dollars a day or more than 1 million dollars 

an hour.14, 15 
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Smokeless tobacco  

The use of smokeless tobacco (SLT) products in the US is far lower than the use of smoked 

tobacco. SLT refers to products such as chew, snus, dip, and snuff that are used by placing tobacco 

either between the cheek and gums or into the nasal passages. Users of SLT are at higher risk of 

various forms of head and neck cancers compared to the non-tobacco using population.30 SLT still 

Table 1.1. Types of tobacco products available in the US. 

Tobacco Product Description Related Diseases 

Smokeless Tobacco 17, 18 
A type of tobacco that is not 
burned. 

Oral cancer, esophageal cancer, 
pancreatic cancer, gum disease, heart 
disease  

Cigars (large, little filtered 
cigars, cigarillos) 17, 19, 20 

Composed of a single type of 
tobacco that is air-cured and 
fermented with tobacco leaf wrap 

Oral cancer, larynx cancer, esophagus 
cancer, lung cancer, pancreatic cancer, 
heart disease, lung disease 

Pipe tobacco 17, 21, 22 
Tobacco placed in pipe bowl, not 
usually inhaled 

Lung cancer, oral cancer, larynx cancer, 
esophageal cancer, throat cancer 

Hookah (water pipe) 23-25 
Tobacco smoked is passed 
through a bowl of water in the 
hookah device prior to inhalation 

Heart disease, stroke, aortic aneurysm, 
COPD, diabetes, osteoporosis, 
rheumatoid arthritis, age-related macular 
degeneration, cataracts, lung infections, 
cancer: lung, esophagus, larynx oral, and 
throat  

Bidis 17, 26 
Tobacco rolled in a dried tendu 
tree leaf 

Heart attack, oral cancer, throat cancer, 
larynx cancer, esophageal cancer, and 
lung cancer 

Kreteks 17, 26 
Cigarette made with cloves and 
tobacco 

Lung cancer, lung disease 

Cigarettes 7, 27-29 
Tobacco rolled in paper, 
frequently with a filter 

Heart disease, stroke, aortic aneurysm, 
COPD, diabetes, osteoporosis, 
rheumatoid arthritis, age-related macular 
degeneration, cataracts, lung infections, 
cancer: lung, esophagus, larynx oral, and 
throat 
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contains nicotine and leads to nicotine addiction.7, 30 When youth use SLT products as an entry 

into nicotine addiction they are more likely to become tobacco smokers.31 Of the 4.0 million SLT 

users in the US in 2013-14, 50.6% of them preferred flavored products, and of the flavored product 

users, a little over 76% of them preferred the menthol flavoring.32 The prevalence of SLT product 

use overall in 2016 were 2% higher in high school age youth than in adults with usage at 5.5% and 

3.4% of their respective populations. In all tracked categories for race and sex, use of SLT products 

in 2016 were higher in high school aged youth when compared to adults in the same categories 

(Figure 1.1), which indicate that SLTs are entry products into nicotine addiction for youth that may 

lead to the use of other tobacco products in adulthood. Smokeless tobacco use has been increasing 

since 2005.7  
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Figure 1.1 Data from the 2014 Surgeon General report titled Health Consequences of Smoking reported as % 

of population surveyed that reported current smokeless tobacco use (defined as use within the last 30 days). 
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Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems 

 Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) are relatively new to the market, and were 

newly classified as tobacco products by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2016.33 

ENDS describe various types of vaporizers and e-cigarettes which are noncombustible tobacco 

products. These products heat up a liquid that may or may not contain nicotine to create an aerosol 

that is inhaled by the user. The use of ENDS have been increasing dramatically since their use 

started being tracked in 2011; there was a 14.4% increase in 2014-15 alone. The units are sold as 

disposable or rechargeable vaporizers, during 2014-15 the sale of rechargeable units increased by 

5.3% while the sale of the liquid refills increased 307.7%. ENDS have been increasing in 

popularity among younger users with 3.62 million middle school and high school youth having 

reported use in 2018, a one year increase of 78% among high school youth and an increase of 48% 

among middle school youth.34 In a 2013-14 survey, the most common reason for use of e-cigarettes 

by youth was reported to be the availability of appealing flavors.35 A little more than 10 million 

US adults also use ENDS, with the highest popularity being among young adults 18-24 years old. 

Adult users also favor the flavored liquids for their ENDS, with 43.9% of users reporting menthol 

flavoring use and 25.7% reporting either candy, chocolate, or other sweet flavor use.32  

 

Cigarettes 

 The smoking rate has been steadily falling since the CDC began tracking adult tobacco use 

in the 1970s. The adult smoking rate fell to 14.0% in 2016, the lowest adult smoking rate the US 

has ever seen.7 While the smoking rate is relatively low in the US population as a whole, there are 

disparities in smoking rates between groups of adults based on household income, race, and sex.10 
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For example, men smoke more than women (15.8 and 12.2% respectively), households making 

less than $35,000 per year have a smoking rate of 21.4% while households that make over 

$100,000 per year have a smoking rate of 7.6%. In addition, African Americans smoke at a lower 

rate than Caucasian smokers in the US (14.9 and 15.2% respectively). Smoking rates across the 

US range from a low of 8.9% in Utah to a high of 26.0% in West Vriginia.36 While it is well known 

and documented that these smoking rate disparities exist, little is known about the cause of these 

disparities. The 2002 National Conference on Tobacco Health Disparities (NCTHD) was held to 

gather researchers and practitioners to identify key way these disparities can be addressed,37 but 

even in this conference the focus was on reducing tobacco use and tobacco-related health 

disparities rather than identifying the causes of disparities in tobacco use itself.  

 Menthol is the only flavor of cigarettes currently available on the US tobacco market. 

Menthol cigarettes make up 35% of the tobacco market15 with vast racial and age disparities in 

menthol cigarette use. Around 56% of smokers who were 12-17 years old smoked menthol 

cigarettes, as well as 45% of 18-25 year olds and up to 34% of adult smokers over the age of 25 

smoked menthol cigarettes as well.38 Racial disparities range from 19.1% of African American to 

6.5% of Caucasian Americans who were menthol cigarette smokers in 2010.39 There were no sex 

differences reported in 2004-10 National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) report for 

overall menthol cigarette use. The NSDUH report did find that while the use of non-menthol 

cigarettes fell in each age group reported (12-17, 18-25, and 26+), there were increases in menthol 

cigarette use among 12-17 year olds (past month menthol use from 7.7 to 8.2%) and 18-25 year 

olds (from 13.4 to 15.9%). In addition, more than half (51.7%) of those who recently initiated 

smoking used menthol cigarettes.39 In 2011 the Tobacco Product Scientific Advisory Committee 
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(TPSAC) recommended a ban on menthol cigarettes citing that they are an entry product into 

cigarette use for youth and first time smokers.40  

 

Alternative smoked tobacco products 

 Additional types of smoked tobacco products include cigars, pipe tobacco, hookha, bibis, 

and kreteks (clove cigarettes). An estimated 4.6% of the population, or 12.3 million people, in the 

United States reported current cigar use during the 2016 NSDUH.41 Large cigars typically contain 

a similar amount of tobacco to a full pack of cigarettes and can take up to 2 hours to smoke, the 

smoke is not traditionally inhaled. A popular alternative to large cigars are cigarillos which are 

shorter, ~ 4 inches long, and tend to be a bit narrower. Large cigars and cigarillos combined make 

up 95% of the cigar market, with little cigars (cigars roughly the size of a cigarette) making up the 

remaining 5% of the cigar market.42  

 Hookahs are water pipes used to smoke tobacco from the head of the water pipe which 

contains a bowl with holes in the bottom to draw the tobacco smoke though the water pipe. Hookah 

smoking is a social activity where the water pipe mouth piece is passed from person to person, or 

a group smokes from a water pipe with multiple mouth pieces.24, 43-45 In 2010, the Monitoring the 

Future survey implemented by the National Institute on Drug Abuse found that 17% and 15% of 

high school males and females, respectively, had tried a hookah in the last 12 months.46 A 2012 

US Surgeon General report indicated an increase in hookah use among US college students with 

past year use ranging from 22-40%.46 

 Bidis are tobacco products imported from Southeast Asia. They are tobacco hand rolled in 

tendu leaves, a tree native to Asia, and can be flavored or unflavored.47, 48 Kreteks are an imported 
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clove cigarette from Indonesia that contains a mixture of cloves and tobacco.49 The 2009 Family 

Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act passed by the US Congress prohibits the sale of 

flavored cigarettes in the US, therefore use of flavored bidis and kreteks are no longer tracked by 

national surveys. Use of unflavored bidis in 2017 was below 1.0% in all age groups surveyed.50 

 

Health Impacts of Tobacco 

Tobacco-related Diseases 

 Often, when tobacco is being discussed cancer is the automatic culprit that comes to mind 

for most people. However, there are many additional disease states that are linked to tobacco use. 

Tobacco smoking and exposure to tobacco smoke can be linked to around 480,000 premature 

deaths in the US each year.7 In addition to the 154,000 deaths from lung cancer, 39% are from 

heart disease and stroke, 24% are from lung disease, and 1% are from the increased risk for lung 

infections and aortic aneurysm.23, 51 Tobacco smoking harms nearly every organ system in the 

body, diminishes overall health,7 and leads to a mortality rate in smokers that is 3 times higher 

than the population that never smoked.6, 52 Exposure to tobacco of any type has associated disease 

states. For example, smokeless tobacco have been associated with gum and heart disease,17, 18 and 

cigar smoking has been associated with heart and lung disease.17, 20, 35 A list summarizing some of 

the major tobacco-related diseases can be found in Table 1.1. In addition to the cancers described 

below, both cigarette and equally toxic Hookah smoking have been associated with heart disease, 

stroke, aortic aneurysm, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), diabetes, osteoporosis, 

rheumatoid arthritis, age-related macular degeneration, and cataracts.7, 23-25, 27, 29, 51 Additionally, 

smoking may make it harder for a women to get pregnant, and smoking during pregnancy increases 
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the risk of miscarriage, premature birth, abnormally low birth weight, or having an infant born 

with a cleft lip or cleft palate.7 

 

Tobacco-related Cancers 

 Tobacco users most frequently get cancer within the tissues with the most frequent and 

direct exposure to their tobacco product of choice. Combustible tobacco products are more closely 

associated with lung cancer while smokeless tobacco products placed between the lip and gums 

are more closely associated with oral cancers.17 The correlation between tobacco and lung cancer 

was first published about over a century ago.4 We now know that 85-90% of all lung cancer cases 

in the US are directly attributed to tobacco exposure. The relative risk for the development of lung 

cancer for tobacco smokers is ~20 times higher than the risk for non-smokers.53 Tobacco-related 

cancers are caused by the 70 known carcinogens found in tobacco smoke and various tobacco 

products. Some of the most carcinogenic compounds from tobacco use are: metals such as 

beryllium, cadmium, and nickel, aromatic amines, arsenic, acetaldehyde, benzene, ethylene oxide, 

formaldehyde, vinyl chloride, and the 2 classes of compounds with the highest carcinogenic impact 

and some of the highest concentrations found in tobacco products, PAHs and TSNAs.7, 51, 54-56 

 

Health Disparities 

 The tobacco-related disease health disparities include disparities due to populations with 

higher tobacco use as well as disparities between groups of smokers who smoke the same numbers 

of cigarettes per day. During the NCTHD in 2002 health disparities were defined as “differences 
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in the patterns, prevention, and treatment of tobacco use; the risk, incidence, morbidity, mortality, 

and burden of tobacco-related illness that exist among specific population groups in the United 

States; and related differences in capacity and infrastructure, access to resources, and 

environmental tobacco smoke exposure.”37 At the time this definition was created there were high 

tobacco-use risk minority groups in the US that were not being tracked in the large national 

surveys. Questions about sexual minority groups were only added to the CDC National Health 

Interview Survey (NHIS) in 2013 and, to date, gender minority groups are not being tracked at 

all.57 This begs the question: have we defined all existing tobacco-related health disparities yet? 

 The health disparities between certain racial groups have been well established. Especially 

when it comes to the higher incidence of lung cancer among African Americans and native 

Hawaiians when compared to Caucasian and Asian Americans.58 Similar racial disparities are seen 

in both oral and throat cancers as well.59, 60 Interestingly, the groups with the highest rates of 

tobacco-related cancer are also the racial groups with the highest rates of menthol cigarette 

smokers.40 The relationship between menthol and tobacco-related cancers and the possible 

mechanism of increased risk are discussed in detail in Chapter 3 by addressing the role menthol 

plays within the detoxification pathway of the TSNAs.  

 

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 

 PAHs are formed from the incomplete combustion of carbon containing compounds. They 

are found in any carbon-based material that has been burned, including charbroiled foods and 

tobacco smoke. There are two mechanisms for the formation of the larger and more toxic PAHs. 

The first is thermal degradation of organic compounds to form free radicals that recombine to yield 
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PAHs. The second mechanism involves the cyclization, dehydration, then aromatization of long-

chain organic compounds.61-67 Among tobacco products, PAHs are found in the highest 

concentrations in tobacco smoke, but low temperature formation of PAHs have been studied and 

PAHs have been identified in some smokeless tobacco products.68, 69 While acute, short-term, 

health effects of PAHs are not well understood, the chronic, long-term, impacts have been well 

studied.70 Exposure to PAHs has been linked to an increased risk of epithelial, lung, bladder, and 

gastrointestinal cancers71-74 as well as adverse reproductive and developmental effects that have 

been seen in rodent models.75 While smoking tobacco during pregnancy has been linked with 

premature birth as well as low birth weight, these effects have not been directly correlated to PAH 

exposure in humans thus far.70 PAHs are classified as pro-carcinogens, meaning that they require 

metabolic activation to become carcinogenic. Along with activation, PAHs also go through 

subsequent detoxification and even have some induction effect for specific enzymes. Table 1.2 

lists enzymes known to be induced, activate, or detoxify PAHs.  

 

Table 1.2. Enzymes involved in the metabolism of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. 

Enzyme PAH Reaction 

CYP1A1 Induced/Activation/Detoxification 76-79 

CYP1A2 Induced/Activation/Detoxification 78-81 

CYP1B1 Induced/Activation 76, 79, 82 

CYP2C9 Activation/Detoxification 79 

CYP2C19 Activation/Detoxification 79 

CYP2E1 Activation/Detoxification 77, 78 

CYP2F1 Activation/Detoxification 77 

CYP3A4 Induced/Activation 79, 83, 84 
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Enzyme PAH Reaction 

CYP3A5 Activation 83, 84 

MO Activation 85-87 

NQO1 Induced/Activation 77, 88-90 

AKR1A1 Activation 80, 91, 92 

AKR1B10 Activation 93 

AKR1C1 Induced/Activation 88, 91, 92, 94 

AKR1C2 Induced/Activation 88, 91, 92, 94 

AKR1C3 Induced 88 

AKR1C4 Activation 91, 92, 95 

HS Activation 86 

EH Activation/Detoxification 78 

GSTM Detoxification 79, 96 

GSTM1 Induced/Detoxification 79, 97, 98 

GSTM3 Induced 79, 96 

GSTP1 Induced 79, 96, 98 

GSTT1 Induced 79, 96 

SULT1A1 Detoxification 99 

SULT1A2 Detoxification 99 

SULT1A3 Detoxification 99 

SULT1B1 Detoxification 99 

AhR Induced 82 

LXR Down regulated 96, 100 

PXR Induced 101 

UGT1A1 Detoxification 102, 103 

UGT1A3 Detoxification 103 

UGT1A7 Detoxification 102, 104, 105 

UGT1A8 Detoxification 102, 106 

UGT1A9 Detoxification 102 
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Enzyme PAH Reaction 

UGT1A10 Detoxification 102, 106 

UGT2B7 Detoxification 102, 107 

UGT2B11 Detoxification 107 

 

Induction 

 Induction refers to PAHs having been found to be the causal agent for increased production 

of specific enzymes. This can be beneficial, like how PAHs have been shown to induce certain 

enzymes within the glutathione-S-transferase (GST) family which are known to detoxify many 

endogenous compounds.77, 89 Or induction can be harmful similar to the way PAHs have been 

shown to increase levels of some cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes known to metabolize PAHs 

into carcinogens in a process referred to as metabolic activation. A complete list of induction 

activity by PAHs is included in Table 1.2.  

 Some of the more problematic induction activates of PAHs are the ones that include 

induction of the CYP enzymes. For example, CYPs 1A1 and 1A2 have been shown to increase in 

expression with exposure to PAHs;77, 82, 85 as discussed further below, these enzymes are also 

known to metabolize PAHs into toxic metabolites. The mechanism of induction was discovered 

with research into the induction of CYP3A4. It was shown that the Ah receptors (AhR) play a 

critical role in the induction of CYPs 1A1 and 1B1, and that PHAs have an effect on these 

receptors108, 109 as well as the pregnane X receptor (PXR) that regulates CYP3A4 expression.101 

Differential expression of CYP1A1 and 1B1 have been linked to differential susceptibility of 

adverse actions of PAHs, including colorectal cancer.78 In addition, CYPs have been shown to 
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down regulate the liver X receptor (LXR) involved in the GST pathway,96, 100 as discussed further 

below, GST enzymes detoxify PAHs. 

 

PAH Activation 

 The biological activity and levels of genotoxicity of PAHs are related to their structural 

features. The greatest levels of genotoxicity come from PAHs with condensed aromatic ring 

structures that form either a “bay” or “fjord” region (Figure 1.2). PAHs with “fjord” regions are 

less planar and more likely to preferentially bind to adenine nucleotides on DNA, while those with 

“bay” regions are planar and more likely to bind to guanine nucleotides. PAH genotoxicity 

decreases as the planar form decreases, thus compounds with both “fjord” and “bay” regions are 

genotoxic, but “bay” region compounds exhibit stronger genotoxicity.110-112 While PAHs can bind 

to DNA through the electron dense “fjord” and “bay” regions, they primarily require metabolic 

activation to become more potent carcinogens. The most potent of them are the diol epoxide 

metabolites, which are mutagens that impact cell replication when they interact with DNA.113-116 

One potential mechanism of PAH carcinogenesis is the covalent binding of benzo[a]pyrene 

(B[a]P) diol epoxide to guanine (Figure 1.3), when this occurs at sites critical to cell differentiation 

and growth the cell can 

become cancerous.102, 106, 

107, 117-119 PAH activation 

can occur through the 

CYP,77-79, 82, 84, 120 

monooxygenase (MO),85-87 
Figure 1.2. PAH confirmations that form the “Bay” and “Fjord” regions. 
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NADPH quinone oxido-reductase 1 (NQO1),77, 88-90 hydroxymethyl synthase (HS),86 and aldo-

keto reductase (AKR)80, 88, 91-95 pathways, with epoxide hydrolase (EH)78 enzymes mediating a step 

in both the activation and detoxification pathways.  

 

PAH Detoxification 

 PAHs are most readily cleared from the body after oxidation and conjugation reactions. 

Some CYPs are necessary for the oxidation step of detoxification, but those same enzymes are 

also responsible for the subsequent oxidation that leads to the formation of DNA adducts. The final 

detoxification steps are most commonly conjugation reactions, primarily mediated by UGT,102-107, 

119 GST,79, 97, 98, 121-123 and sulfotransferase (SULT)124 enzymes. These enzymes transfer large polar 

Figure 1.3. Schematic of benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) metabolism with known enzymes involved with each 

reaction.  
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compounds to the alcohol groups on PAHs to make them more polar for excretion. Examples of 

UGT and GST detoxification products can be found in Figure 1.3.  

 PAHs can be oxidized by CYPs to add a single alcohol group or an epoxide group at any 

outer carbon, represented by numbers on the B[a]P compound in Figure 1.3. UGTs transfer 

glucuronic acid (Gluc) from UDPGA to the oxygen in an alcohol group on an oxidized PAH. GST 

enzymes add an S-glutathione to these same alcohol groups and genetic variations in these 

enzymes have been linked to increased risk factors for tobacco-related cancers.79, 96 SULTs mediate 

sulfate conjugation to alcohol groups, this activity was identified to occur with PAHs in vitro but 

the corresponding conjugates have not been identified in vivo.99   

 

Tobacco Specific Nitrosamines 

 TSNAs are an important class of carcinogens present in both tobacco smoke and smokeless 

tobacco products.125-128 This class of carcinogens includes two compounds classified as group 1 

carcinogens by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC),129 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) and N-nitrosonornicotine (NNN). In 

addition, the FDA lists both NNK and NNN as carcinogens.130 The World Health Organization 

(WHO) has listed both of these compounds in proposed regulations aimed at lowering toxicants in 

cigarette smoke.131 
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TSNA Formation 

 Most TSNAs are formed from the nitrosation of alkaloids found in tobacco and they are 

formed at the highest concentrations during the tobacco curing process.132 The TSNA class of 

compounds is comprised of 6 compounds, the group 1 carcinogens NNK, NNN, and the (R)- and 

(S)- enantiomers of 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL) as well as N-

nitrosoanatabine (NAT) and N-nitrosoanabasine (NAB) which are thought to have weaker 

carcinogenicity than NNK, NNAL, and NNN.30 As shown in Figure 1.4 during the curing 

process NNK is formed from nicotine, NNN is formed from nornicotine, NAT is formed from 

anatabine, and NAB is formed from anabasine. Formation of these products correlate to the 

levels of the alkaloids found in tobacco. Tobacco with higher levels of alkaloids tend to have 

higher levels of TSNAs as well, with TSNA levels in the order of NNN>NNK>NAT>NAB.30, 128 

Different curing methods form TSNAs at different rates with flue-cured tobacco having lower 

TSNA levels than air-cured tobacco.132  

Unlike the other TSNAs, both (R)- and (S)-NNAL are metabolites of NNK which are 

formed after exposure to NNK by carbonyl reduction.133-135 Both NNAL enantiomers, like NNK, 

Figure 1.4. Schematic of TSNA formation during the tobacco curing process. 
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are very potent carcinogens in rodents.136-139 By measuring NNK in mainstream smoke and urinary 

NNAL in smokers, it was estimated that 39-100% of NNK was converted to NNAL systemically 

in smokers.140 NNK exposure in smokeless tobacco users was measured in saliva and it was 

estimated that 14-17% of NNK was converted to NNAL within the oral cavity.141 Additionally, it 

has been shown that NNAL comprised 82-92% of total NNK metabolites in human lung tissue.139 

The differences in % reduction of NNK to NNAL could be due to differences in reduction enzyme 

expression between different tissues. There are 7 enzymes known to metabolize NNK to NNAL; 

hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (HSD) 11β1 and 17β12, carbonyl reductase type 1 (CBR1), and 

AKRs 1C1, 1C2, 1C4, and 1B10.142-145 (R)-NNAL is preferentially formed by HSD17β12, while 

the remaining enzymes primarily form (S)-NNAL.145 Like NNK, both the (R)- and (S)- 

enantiomers of NNAL133-135 are very potent carcinogens in rodents with (S)-NNAL exhibiting 

higher carcinogenic potential than (R)-NNAL.136-139  

A recent publication took a closer look at the reduction of NNK to NNAL directly in human 

lung tissue.145 The tissue was homogenized and separated into different fractions, the cytosolic 

fraction, which contains all soluble enzymes, and the microsomal fraction that contains all 

enzymes bound to the endoplasmic reticulum. Reduction assays with the different tissue fractions 

indicated that (S)-NNAL is the primary NNAL enantiomer formed in the cytosolic fraction while 

(R)-NNAL is the primary enantiomer formed in human lung microsomes. When the experiment 

was repeated with human liver tissue, the cytosol had similar activity to lung tissue but the 

microsomal fraction of liver formed both (R)- and (S)-NNAL.145 The differences in tissue specific 

formation of these enantiomers is important because the major NNAL detoxification enzymes, 

UGTs, are found in the endoplasmic reticulum, and are not present in cytosol.146 Tissue-specific 

detoxification is discussed in depth in Chapter 3. 
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TSNA metabolism  

The full activation and detoxification pathway of NNK is shown in Figure 1.5. TSNAs 

including NNK are primarily metabolized by CYPs and UGTs. CYPs 2A6 and 2A13 are the 

enzymes primarily responsible for the α-hydroxylation, also known as activation, pathways of 

NNK, NNAL, and to a lesser extent NNN.136, 147, 148 The CYP activation pathway leads to bi-

products responsible for the formation of various DNA adducts (Figure 1.5) and are understood to 

be the causal mechanism for many tobacco-related cancers.136, 147, 148 The byproducts formed from 

the α-hydroxylation of NNK to the keto acid (12) and from NNAL to the hydroxyl acid (14) are 

known to produce methane diazohydroxide that methylates DNA, a significant contributor to NNK 

and NNAL carcinogenicity.136  

Figure 1.5. Schematic of NNK (1) metabolism. NNK reduction to (S)-NNAL (2) and (R)-NNAL (3). NNAL 
glucuronidation to (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc (4), (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc (5), (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc (6), and (R)-NNAL-O-
Gluc (7). NNK and NNAL α-hydroxylation to α-methylhydroxy-NNK (8), α-hydroxymethyl-NNK (9), α-
methylenehydroxy-NNAL (10), α-hydroxymethyl-NNAL (11), keto acid (12), keto alcohol (13), hydroxyl acid 

(14), and diol (15). Enzymes in parentheses are minor contributors to the listed pathway. 
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While low levels of NNK- and NNAL-N-oxides were identified in rodents,149 studies in 

humans have not been able to identify NNK-N-oxide in the urine of smokers or smokeless tobacco 

users.150 NNAL-N-oxide has been identified in the urine of both smokers and smokeless tobacco 

users as a minor metabolite150 and is considered to be a detoxification product due to its 

carcinogenicity being 1/10th that observed for NNK in rodents.149 It has been proposed that the 

NNAL-N-oxide  is mediated by CYPs, but to date, the exact enzymes involved in NNAL-N-oxide 

formation have not been identified.136 

While NNK glucuronides have not been identified in biological assays, the glucuronidation 

of NNAL is considered to be an important mechanism for NNK detoxification.126, 136, 140, 151-158 

This is assumed to be due to the rapid metabolism of NNK either by reduction to NNAL or by α-

hydroxylation as described previously. NNN, on the other hand, is glucuronidated directly to NNN 

glucuronide (NNN-Gluc). NNAL can be glucuronidated at the chiral alcohol (O-Gluc) or at the 

nitrogen within the pyridine ring (N-Gluc). NNAL has a chiral center; therefore, there are 4 

glucuronide products that can be formed for NNAL; (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc, (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc, (R)-

NNAL-N-Gluc, (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc. Each of the NNK metabolites have been identified in 

smoker’s urine directly, with NNAL-N-Gluc [(R)-NNAL-N-Gluc + (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc], NNAL-

O-Gluc [(R)-NNAL-O-Gluc + (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc], and free NNAL accounting for 22-23%, 48-

50%, and 27-31% of urinary NNK metabolites, respectively.3, 159  

In contrast, NNN has a single glucuronidation site on the nitrogen within the pyridine ring 

to form NNN-N-Gluc. Urinary NNN-N-Gluc concentrations are often too low for direct detection 

but can be quantified after incubation with sodium hydroxide. This reaction cleaves the 

glucuronide from NNN with a hydrolysis reaction, where levels of NNN are measured before and 
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after the reaction; NNN-N-Gluc comprises ~50% of the total NNN measured in smokers. The 

levels of total urinary NNAL (free NNAL + all NNAL-Glucs) have been shown to be ~10 fold 

higher than total NNN levels in the urine of smokers.160 Decreases in NNAL-O-Gluc formation 

have been linked to lung cancer risk,161 while decreases in NNN-N-Gluc formation have been 

linked to esophageal incidents.160 Tissue-specific differences in cancer risk between TSNAs could 

be linked to difference in enzyme expression between tissues. As both NNAL and NNN are 

activated and detoxified by some of the same enzymes, it is likely that the driver of tissue-specific 

cancer susceptibility is driven by differences in the expression and/or activity of these enzymes. 

This topic is further explored in Chapters 2 and 3.  

In contrast to the relatively high tumorigenicity exhibited by both (R)- and (S)-NNAL, 

NNAL-Gluc is non-tumorigenic after subcutaneous injection into A/J mice.162 It has been shown 

that NNAL glucuronides are formed extensively in human liver microsomes (HLM) Studies 

indicate that (S)-NNAL may be stereo-selectively retained in smokeless tobacco users163 yet it 

exhibits a higher rate of glucuronidation in the patas monkey.151 

 

Uridine Diphosphate Glucuronosyltransferase  

 UGTs catalyze the glucuronidation of many endogenous and xenobiotic compounds and 

are found to be expressed in both the plant and animal kingdoms.164  These enzymes are considered 

to be an important mechanism in removing many hazardous compounds from the body including 

endogenous compounds like bilirubin and catecholamines as well as environmental toxins like 

PAHs and TSNAs.  
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UGT genes 

The human UGT superfamily of enzymes is split into four branches, UGT1, UGT2, UGT3, 

and UGT8. Of the 22 enzymes within the 4 UGT branches of the family tree, the UGT1A and 

UGT2 have been the most extensively studied (Figure 1.6). The UGT1A gene complex is located 

on chromosome 2q37 and they share an identical C-terminal coding sequence comprised of 

common exons 2-5.165 The N-terminus, which translates to ~246 amino acids, share 24-49% 

sequence homology and are made up of a unique first exon for each enzyme.164, 166 The UGT2 

branch of the UGT family tree is split into UGT2A and UGT2B enzymes based on both 

evolutionary divergence and sequence homology.1 The UGT2 genes are located on chromosome 

4q13. While the UGT2B enzymes are coded by 6 unshared exons, the UGT2A enzymes arose from 

differential splicing of an individual first exon to 5 shared exons similar to the UGT1A enzymes.1 

Figure 1.6. Branches of the human UGT1 and UGT2 enzyme super family of enzymes. Adapted from ref 1 

2A3 
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UGT enzyme structure and function 

 UGTs are membrane bound proteins that are anchored to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 

with the active site on the luminal side of the ER membrane. These phase II enzymes are frequently 

the rate limiting step in the clearance of endogenous and xenobiotic compounds from the body. 

Difficulty in crystalizing membrane proteins has led to a lack of a full crystal structure for 

mammalian UGT enzymes.167 The UGTs in the UGT1 and UGT2 human UGT family are 

comprised of approximately 530 amino acids that includes a conserved region for the binding of 

the UDPGA common cofactor.168 Additionally, a dimerization motif has been identified in many 

UGT isoforms. UGTs have been known to form both homo- and hetero-dimers.169-171 While it has 

not yet been determined if dimerization is required for UGT activity,172 dimerization has been 

shown to have the ability to regulate UGT activity, discussed in further detail below. 

 Most of the UGT isoforms are fairly promiscuous enzymes, this family of enzymes has 

few examples of isoform specific substrates and each isoform has activity against a range of 

substrates. The best example of substrate specificity is UGT1A1173: while bilirubin 

glucuronidation is specific to this UGT, UGT1A1 is able to interact with many other bulky 

molecules and some small planar molecules as well (e.g. the simple PAH 1-naphthol)174, 175 

Additional isoform-specific substrates have been identified: sipoglitazar is considered specific for 

UGT2B15,176 propofol is considered to be a specific substrate for UGT1A9 in liver,177 and 

serotonin has been used as a specific substrate for UGT1A6.178 Unlike bilirubin, all of these 

additional “specific” substrates have other UGT isoforms known to have activity against them, but 

at a much lower rate. UGT1A4 and UGT2B10 have a tendency for higher rates of formation for 

substrates with tertiary amines or pyridine rings indicating a preference of activity towards these 
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functional groups.179-182 The UGT2B enzymes are known to be important in the metabolism of 

many hormones and other endogenous compounds.183 Overall, most UGT isoforms exhibit activity 

for a broad range of substrates with some functional group specificity.  

 The UGT3A and UGT8 all use alternative co-substrates in their conjugation reactions. 

Instead of using UDPGA as the UGT1 and UGT2 families do, UGT3A1 uses N-

acetylglucosamine,184 UGT3A2 uses uridine diphosphate glucose and xylose,185, 186 and UGT8 

uses uridine diphosphate galactose.187, 188 Sugar selectivity of the UGT3A family has been 

attributed to a single amino acid difference in the usually conserved co-substrate binding region.185 

The UGT3A and UGT8 enzymes are each coded by unique genes and share ~40% overall 

homology with UGT1As.184 UGT8 in particular, is unlike other UGTs in that, rather than playing 

a role in metabolism, UGT8 mediates a key synthesis step within the nervous systems. This UGT 

isoform mediates the transfer of galactose to ceramide which is a key step in the biosynthesis of 

galactoceredrosides.187, 188 These compounds are abundant in the sphingolipids of the myelin 

sheathes of the central and peripheral nervous systems. Changes in levels of galactoceredrosides 

have been associated with several neurodegenerative and autoimmune disorders.189, 190   

 

UGT Stereospecificity 

  Many endogenous and xenobiotic UGT substrates contain chiral centers. Differential and 

stereospecific metabolism has been identified in a few UGT isoforms. While specifics on stereo-

selective glucuronidation of tobacco carcinogens is extensively covered in Chapter 2, stereo-

selectivity is not isolated to tobacco carcinogens. UGT2B7 has a stereo-preference for the 

formation of α estrogen metabolites while UGT1A10 activity is decreased and UGT2B17 activity 
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is not detectable when comparing α to β estrogen metabolites.191-193 Interestingly, UGT1A3 

stereoselective activity for the α vs. β estrogen metabolites and was additionally region-specific to 

the location of the α or β alcohol functional group within the molecule.193 One of the first 

publications to identify stereospecific glucuronidation of a pharmaceutical drug was a study on the 

clearance of an anxiolytic drug, (R,S)-oxazepam. Kinetic analysis of glucuronidation activity with 

individual UGTs indicated stereospecific clearance of S- and R-oxazepam by UGT2B15 and 

UGT1A9 respectively.194 Prominent stereospecific clearance of ornidazole, an anti-microbial 

agent, was observed with UGT1A9 forming the (R)-isoform glucuronide and UGT2B7 forming 

the (S)-isoform glucuronide.195 Analysis of stereoselective clearance of drugs by specific UGTs 

aides in the development of therapies designed to remain in the body longer, by identifying the 

stereo confirmation of the drug that will avoid clearance by specific UGTs. Additionally, 

stereospecific inhibition has been accessed for specific UGT isoforms to determine possible drug-

drug or drug-herb interactions. One study examined the differential inhibition by (R)- and (S)-

isomers of ginsenoside, found in ginseng, and observed that the strongest stereoselective inhibition 

for many of the ginsenoside compounds was observed for UGT1A8, indicating a strong possibility 

for interactions with drugs metabolized by UGT1A8.196  

 

Tissue Expression of UGTs 

 In humans, UGTs have been found to be expressed in all human tissue types. Yet, each 

tissue type exhibits tissue-specific expression of each UGT isoform and each tissue type has 

varying levels of UGT expression. These enzymes have been identified in metabolic tissues such 

as the liver and kidneys, but have also been identified in the areodigestive tract, sex organs, 

brain, and skin. Liver, the main metabolic organ, expresses 12 of the human UGTs (UGTs 1A1, 
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1A3, 1A4, 1A6, 1A9, 2A3, 2B4, 2B7, 2B10, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17, and 2B28) at higher expression 

levels than other tissues.197-199 UGT2A1 and UGT3A1, while expressed in the liver, are higher 

expressed in the lung and kidney respectively.184, 200, 201 

 

Table 1.3. UGT expression in metabolic and tobacco-related cancer tissues. 

 

Extra-hepatic tissues tend to express fewer UGT isoforms and those that are expressed tend 

to be expressed at lower levels relative to their expression in liver.208 UGT1A7, once thought to 

be a stomach specific UGT isoform,214, 224 had been detected in the intestine, colon, and bladder 

along with UGTs 1A6, 1A8, and 1A10.197, 206, 215, 216, 218, 220, 225 The UGT2As had expression of 

2A1 and 2A2 in nasal tissue and 2A1 and 2A3 have been detected in lung tissue.205, 226 UGT1A1 

Tissue Types UGTs 

Metabolism and Excretion Tissues 

Liver 197, 199, 202-213 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A7, 1A9, 1A10, 2A1, 2A3, 2B4, 2B7, 
2B10, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17, 2B28, 3A1  

Stomach 184, 197, 199, 203-205, 212, 214 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A7, 1A9, 1A10, 2B7, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17, 
2B28, 3A1 

Intestine 197, 199, 203-206, 209, 212, 213, 

215-218 

1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A7, 1A8, 1A9, 1A10, 2A3, 2B7, 2B15, 
2B17 

Colon 184, 197, 199, 203-205, 212, 215, 216, 

219, 220 

1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A7, 1A8, 1A9; 1A10, 2A1, 2A3, 2B4, 
2B7, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17, 3A1 

Kidney 184, 197, 199, 203-207, 209, 212, 213 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A7, 1A8, 1A9, 1A10, 2A2, 2A3, 2B4, 
2B7, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17, 3A1, 3A2 

Bladder 197, 212, 221 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A7, 1A8, 1A9, 1A10, 2B4, 2B7, 2B10, 
2B11, 2B15, 2B28 

Tobacco-related Cancer Tissues 

Lung 197, 199-203, 205, 207, 208, 212, 219, 

222, 223 

1A3, 1A5, 1A6; 1A10, 2A1; 2A3, 2B4, 2B7, 2B10, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17 

Larynx 202, 208, 212, 215, 219 1A6, 1A7, 1A8, 1A10, 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, 2B4, 2B10, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17 

Esophagus 102, 199, 202, 208, 215 1A6, 1A7, 1A8,  1A9, 1A10, 2B4, 2B7, 2B10, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17 

Oral cavity 202, 203, 205, 208, 215 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A7, 1A10, 2B4, 2B10, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17, 
2B28 

Tonsil 202, 208, 212, 219 1A6, 1A7, 1A10, 2A1, 2A3, 2B4, 2B10, 2B11, 2B15, 2B17 

Tongue 202, 208 1A6, 1A7, 1A10, 2B4, 2B10, 2B11, 2B17 
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has been shown to exhibit expression in a wide range of tissues including tissues of the 

aerodigestive tract, sex organs, muscle, and bone marrow. 197, 200, 205, 209, 227 UGT2B28 has only 

been shown to be expressed in liver, salivary glands, breast, and bladder. 197, 205, 227 The expression 

of extra-hepatic UGTs has tended to be analyzed in small sample batches, and it is often the case 

that there are different UGTs detected from one publication to another. UGTs that have been 

detected in metabolic tissues, excretion tissues, and tobacco-related cancer target tissues are listed 

in Table 1.3.197, 202, 205, 208  

Of particular interest to the studies in this dissertation were the extra hepatic UGT1 and 

UGT2 enzymes expressed in tobacco-related cancer target tissues. Variations in expression of 

UGTs within each of these tissues as well as variations in expression between tissues directly 

exposed to tobacco products could be the driving indication of tissue susceptibility to tobacco-

related cancers. Tissue expression and activity of UGTs within upper areodigestive tract are 

discussed in depth Chapter 3.  

 

UGT Regulation 

 Poor correlations have been observed for some UGTs between mRNA levels and protein 

levels, particularly for UGTs 1A4, 1A6, and 2B7.198 Additionally, as outlined in the previous 

section, difference in tissue specific UGT expression can vary widely between studies as well as 

between individuals within the same study. These differences may be attributed to various UGT 

regulatory mechanisms including alternative splicing, dimerization, pseudogenes, and microRNA 

(miRNA). Each of these regulatory mechanisms have been shown to alter UGT protein levels 

and/or function. 
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 UGT splice variants are alternatively spliced exons that can form functional enzymes as 

with the UGT1A enzymes, or it can create a variety of non-functional variants. This occurs when 

exons are deleted or replaced and can even occur when intron regions are spliced into enzyme 

transcripts. It has been estimated that roughly 95% of multi exon genes have well expressed splice 

variants.228 Several studies have found that UGT splice variants contain the UGT dimerization 

motif or a similar enough amino acid sequence to dimerize with functional UGTs and alter the 

protein activity.229, 230 

 In addition to UGT dimerization with non-functional splice variants, dimerization between 

functional UGTs has also been shown to impact UGT activity. The proposed dimerization motif 

region (figure 1.7) has both conserved and non-conserved regions that would allow for differential 

binding potentials between different UGT isoforms where some isoforms may be more likely to 

dimerize.2, 166 Interestingly, even in the conserved 

region of the dimerization motif there are a couple of 

UGTs (1A3-6) that all have the same amino acid 

modification. 2 UGT dimerization can occur as a 

homodimer, where the same UGT isoforms dimerize, 

or as heterodimers, where 2 different UGT isoforms 

dimerize. Dimerization can cause an increase of 

activity, as indicated by the 33% increase in UGT2B7 

glucuronidation activity for estriol when UGT2B7 is 

dimerized with UGT1A6 when compared to UGT2B7 

alone.231 This effect was shown to be even stronger for 

serotonin, where the glucuronidation activity was 4 

Figure 1.7. Proposed dimerization motif 

of UGTs 1A, 2B and 2A. The amino acid 
sequence is contained within exon 1 for 
each UGT enzyme. The amino acids 
common to each UGT are contained within 
the boxes. Figure from ref 2 
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times greater with the UGT1A6 and UGT2B7 dimers when compared to the activity of UGT1A6 

alone.231 As shown in figure 1.7, UGT1A6 and UGT2B7 have relatively few amino acids in 

common within the dimerization motif region,2 yet still exhibit dimerization activity indicating 

that UGT dimerization is not well understood The variation in UGT activity differences upon 

dimerization with functional or non-functional enzymes indicates that the characterization of the 

activity and/or function of a single UGT may not provide an accurate portrait of its contribution 

of glucuronidation activity in vivo.   

Psuedogenes are genes that usually code for non-functional proteins. It is thought that these 

genes have lost their catalytic function over time due to an accumulation of DNA mutations,232 but 

may persist due to their function as post-translational gene regulators through dimerization.233 

While these genes have lost their function over time, they retain some homology to functional 

UGTs and could include the dimerization motif and may exhibit UGT regulation similar to UGT 

splice variants. Psuedogenes have been identified in both the UGT1A and UGT2B families.166, 234, 

235 These genes can have exons that are identical and/or similar to the genes for UGT1A enzymes 

and may cause overestimation of mRNA levels due to inadvertent and primer dependent 

amplification. 

 An additional regulatory mechanism is through miRNA, which are small non-coding RNA 

that can regulate protein expression through interaction with mRNA.236 This generally occurs 

when miRNA interact with the 3’ untranslated region of mRNA. This interaction can inhibit the 

translation of RNA into protein or can tag the mRNA for degradation.237 Some studies have found 

that miRNA additionally have the ability to bind to the 5’ untranslated region238 or even the coding 

region of mRNA239 to similarly delay translation or degrade the mRNA.240 Several studies have 
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been published on the miRNA regulation of both UGT1A241-244 and UGT2B enzymes.245-248 Each 

of these studies screened anywhere from a handful to thousands of miRNA at a time and were able 

to identify specific miRNA with the ability to regulate UGT1A and/or UGT2B activity. As the 

UGT1A enzymes all share the same 3’ untranslated region of mRNA, the miRNA that regulate 

one of the UGT1A enzymes should regulate all of them. Each of the UGT2B enzymes, because 

they are each their own gene, have an individual 3’ untranslated region of their mRNA and 

therefore must be tested individually susceptibility to miRNA regulation. Of the UGT2Bs, 2B4, 

247, 249 2B7, 247-249 2B10, 249 and 2B15245, 246, 248 have all been shown to be regulated by specific 

miRNAs.  

Any of these regulatory mechanisms could explain the lack of correlation in mRNA and 

protein levels seen for UGT2B7 198 and could even play a role in inter-individual protein 

expression and protein activity. There is a lack of understanding of the potential combined impacts 

of these regulatory mechanisms, and future work is needed to determine any cumulative effects of 

UGT regulation on the expression and function of UGTs.    

 

UGTs and TSNA metabolism 

There are 6 UGTs know to metabolize NNAL; UGTs 1A4, 1A9, 1A10, 2B7, 2B10, and 

2B17. Three enzymes, UGT1A9,250, 251 UGT2B7,153, 251, 252 and UGT2B17161, 251, 253, 254 were 

previously found to mediate hepatic NNAL-O-Gluc formation in humans, with UGT2B17 

exhibiting the lowest KM in vitro. While both UGTs 1A4250, 251, 255 and 2B10251, 256, 257 mediate 

NNAL-N-Gluc formation in humans,250, 255, 258-261 UGT2B10 is responsible for >90% of NNAL-

N-Gluc formation in HLM and in the urine of smokers.3, 256, 257, 262 The variability in the urinary 
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ratios of NNAL-Gluc:NNAL263, 264 and NNAL-O-Gluc:NNAL-N-Gluc259 from smokers is 

substantial, suggesting large inter-individual variability within the detoxification pathway of NNK 

and in the ability to form different NNAL glucuronides.263, 264 Variation in the levels of NNAL-O-

Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc formation was also observed HLM assays both between purchased small 

pool specimens as well as individual liver specimens.250, 253 This variation has been suggested to 

be partially mediated by genetic polymorphisms in UGT2B17 and UGT2B10. Previous studies 

have shown that the prevalent UGT2B17 whole-gene deletion polymorphism [31-33% allelic 

prevalence in Caucasians]254, 265-267 and the UGT2B10 codon 67 Asp>Tyr SNP [9.1% allelic 

prevalence in Caucasians]251, 268 are associated with large variability in hepatic NNAL-O-Gluc and 

NNAL-N-Gluc formation activities, respectively.251, 253, 254, 256, 257 In addition, the UGT2B17 gene 

deletion polymorphism was significantly associated with lung cancer risk in women.161 These data 

suggest an important role for glucuronidation-mediated detoxification of NNAL in tobacco-related 

cancer risk. 

The TSNAs NNN, NAT, and NAB are only able to form a single glucuronide at the 

nitrogen within the pyridine ring (Figure 1.8). NNN-, NAT-, and NAB-N-Gluc were only formed 

by UGT1A4 and UGT2B10 of all the UGTs screened.256 The N-Glucs of NNN, NAT, and NAB 

comprised 59-90% of total urinary NNN, NAT, and NAB in both tobacco smokers and smokeless 

tobacco users.269  Lower levels of NNN-N-Gluc formation, rather than NNAL-Gluc formation, 

have been associated with esophageal cancer incidents.160 

Determination of the stereo-selectivity of individual UGT enzymes towards individual 

NNAL enantiomers and the determination of whether the UGT2B17 deletion polymorphism is 

correlated with altered levels of (R)- versus (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation activity in HLM is 
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discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. It is demonstrated that UGTs 1A10, 2B17, and 2B7 exhibit 

high stereo-selectivity for (R)- and (S)-NNAL, respectively, and that there is a significant change 

in the (R)- to (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc ratio associated with the UGT2B17 null genotype in HLM. In a 

genotype/phenotype correlation study, the UGT2B17 null genotype was associated with a 30% 

reduction in the formation of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc.3  

 

Menthol 

Menthol is a chiral aliphatic alcohol, with each enantiomer either called D- or L-menthol and the 

racemic mixture referred to as DL-menthol. The only naturally occurring enantiomer, the one 

found in and isolated from a variety of mint plant species, is L-menthol. The other enantiomer, D-

menthol, is a product of the Haarmann & Reimer industrial synthesis process which yields a DL-

menthol mixture.270 It has been long known that D-menthol doesn’t produce the same smell 

Figure 1.8. Formation of NNN, NAB, and NAT glucuronides. 
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and taste profile normally associated with naturally occurring menthol and that its analgesic 

properties are greatly reduced when compared to L-menthol. 271-273 When menthol is the active 

ingredient in over-the-counter pharmaceuticals, such as lozenges, only the active L-menthol 

enantiomer is present; however, the same may not be true for tobacco products. Studies have 

examined the total menthol content in both menthol and non-menthol cigarettes, which can range 

from 1.0-0.3% wt/wt 274 in menthol cigarettes and up to 0.03% wt/wt menthol in non-menthol 

cigarettes.275 DL-menthol has been identified as an inhibitor of both NNAL-O- and NNAL-N-Gluc 

production in HLM.276 As it is known that menthol is rapidly cleared from the body as a menthol 

glucuronide (MG; see Figure 1.9),277, 278 the same clearance pathway as the TSNAs. Analysis of 

the UGTs know to form MG are discussed further in Chapter 4 which outlines a study to identify 

the enzymes responsible for the metabolism of both L- and D-menthol to their respective 

Figure 1.9. Schematic of the formation of L- and D-menthol glucuronides. 
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glucuronides, as both could possibly be found in tobacco products 40 and to investigate the 

inhibition of each menthol enantiomer on NNAL-glucuronide formation in vivo.  

 

Hypothesis and Aims 

 The central hypothesis investigated in this dissertation was that stereospecific 

detoxification of the potent tobacco carcinogen, NNAL is mediated by specific UGTs and that 

there are genotypes and tobacco additives that slow down this detoxification pathway. This 

hypothesis was interrogated by the following aims: 

1) Identify the stereospecificity of each UGT isoform as well as each tobacco-related 

cancer tissue type for the formation of NNAL glucuronides. 

2) Investigate UGT genotypes and tissue-specific UGT expression that may lead to 

differential stereo-specific detoxification of NNAL. 

and 

3) Characterize the inhibition of the NNAL detoxification pathway by the common 

tobacco additive, menthol.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

STEREOSPECIFIC METABOLISM OF THE TOBACCO SPECIFIC NITROSAMINE, NNAL 
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Abstract 

Among the most potent carcinogens in tobacco are the tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs), 

with 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) the most potent as well as one of the 

most abundant. NNK is extensively metabolized to the equally carcinogenic 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL). Of the two NNAL enantiomers, (S)-NNAL 

appears to be preferentially glucuronidated and excreted in humans, but also exhibits higher 

stereoselective tissue retention in mice and humans and has been shown to be more carcinogenic 

in mice than its (R)- counterpart. Due to the differential carcinogenic potential of the NNAL 

enantiomers, it is increasingly important to know which UGT enzyme targets the specific NNAL 
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enantiomers for glucuronidation. To examine this, a chiral separation method was developed to 

isolate entiomerically pure (S)- and (R)-NNAL. Comparison of NNAL glucuronides (NNAL-

Glucs) formed in reactions of UGT2B7-, UGT2B17-, UGT1A9-, and UGT2B10-over-expressing 

cell microsomes with pure NNAL enantiomers showed large differences in kinetics for (S)- versus 

(R)-NNAL, indicating varying levels of enantiomeric preference for each enzyme. UGT2B17 

preferentially formed (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc and UGT2B7 preferentially formed (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc. 

When human liver microsomes (HLM) were independently incubated with each NNAL 

enantiomer, the ratio of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc to (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation in HLM from subjects 

exhibiting the homozygous deletion UGT2B17 (*2/*2) genotype was significantly lower 

(p=0.012) than HLM from wild-type (*1/*1) subjects. There was a significant trend (p=0.015) 

towards decreased (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc:(S)-NNAL-O-Gluc ratio with increasing numbers of the 

UGT2B17*2 deletion allele. These data demonstrate that variations in the expression or activity 

of specific UGTs may affect the clearance of specific NNAL enantiomers known to induce 

tobacco-related cancers. 
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Introduction 

 Tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs) are an important class of carcinogens present in 

both tobacco smoke and smokeless tobacco products.125-128 The most potent and one of the most 

abundant TSNAs is 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK).136, 140, 263, 279, 280 The 

major metabolic pathway for NNK (Figure 2.1) is carbonyl reduction to both the (R)- and (S)- 

enantiomers of 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL),133-135 which, like NNK, 

are very potent carcinogens in rodents.136-139 It was originally estimated, by measuring NNK in 

mainstream smoke and urinary 

NNAL in smokers, that 39-100% 

of NNK was converted to NNAL 

in smokers.140 In more recent 

studies where NNK exposure was 

measured using the in saliva of 

smokeless tobacco users, it was 

estimated that 14-17% of NNK 

was converted to NNAL.141 It was 

also shown that NNAL comprised 

82-92% of total NNK metabolites 

in human lung tissue.139   

The glucuronidation of NNAL is considered to be an important mechanism for NNK 

detoxification.126, 136, 140, 151-158 In contrast to the relatively high tumorigenicity exhibited by both 

(R)- and (S)-NNAL, glucuronidated NNAL (NNAL-Gluc) is non-tumorigenic after subcutaneous 

injection into A/J mice.162 It has been shown that NNAL glucuronides are formed extensively in 

Figure 2.1. Simplified schematic of NNK metabolism to each 

NNAL-Gluc regioisomer and diastereomer. 
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human liver microsomes (HLM)153, 255 and can be measured in the urine of past and current 

smokers.156, 157, 260, 264 It has been found that while (S)-NNAL is stereoselectively retained in rat 

lung and has a higher tumorigenicity than (R)-NNAL, (R)-NNAL exhibits a higher rate of 

glucuronidation in rats135, 281-283 and the A/J mouse.135, 162 However, studies indicate that (S)-NNAL 

may be stereo-selectively retained in smokeless tobacco users163 yet it exhibits a higher rate of 

glucuronidation in the patas monkey.151 

 NNAL glucuronidation can occur at both the carbinol group (NNAL-O-Gluc)136, 140, 151-153, 

159, 250, 253, 259, 261, 276 and the nitrogen on the pyridine ring (NNAL-N-Gluc).159, 255, 257, 259, 261 Three 

enzymes, UGT1A9,250, 251 UGT2B7153, 251, 252 and UGT2B17,161, 251, 253, 254 were previously found 

to mediate hepatic NNAL-O-Gluc formation in humans, with UGT2B17 exhibiting the lowest KM 

in vitro. While both UGTs 1A4250, 251, 255 and 2B10251, 256, 257 mediate NNAL-N-Gluc formation in 

humans,250, 255, 258-261 UGT2B10 was shown to account for ~95% of total hepatic NNAL-N-Gluc 

activity in HLM.256 

The variability in the urinary ratios of NNAL-Gluc:NNAL263, 264 and NNAL-O-

Gluc:NNAL-N-Gluc259 from smokers is substantial, suggesting that individuals may differ greatly 

in their ability to detoxify NNK and form different NNAL glucuronides. In addition, variation in 

the levels of NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc formation was also observed in assays performed 

using HLM specimens.250, 253 This variation was suggested to be, in part, mediated by genetic 

polymorphisms in UGT2B17 and UGT2B10. Previous studies have shown that the prevalent 

UGT2B17 whole-gene deletion polymorphism [31-33% allelic prevalence in Caucasians]254, 265-267 

and the UGT2B10 codon 67 Asp>Tyr SNP [9.1% allelic prevalence in Caucasians]251, 268 are 

associated with large variability in hepatic NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc formation activities, 

respectively.251, 253, 254, 256, 257 In addition, the UGT2B17 gene deletion polymorphism was 
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significantly associated with lung cancer risk in women.161 These data suggest an important role 

for glucuronidation-mediated detoxification of NNAL in tobacco-related cancer risk. 

The goal of the present study was to characterize the stereo-selectivity of individual UGT 

enzymes towards individual NNAL enantiomers and determine whether the UGT2B17 deletion 

polymorphism is correlated with altered levels of (R)- versus (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation activity 

in human liver microsomes (HLM). The results demonstrate that UGT2B17 and UGT2B7 exhibit 

high stereo-selectivity for (R)- and (S)-NNAL, respectively, and that there is a significant change 

in the (R)- to (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc ratio associated with the UGT2B17 null genotype in HLM. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Chemicals and materials. rac-NNAL (#M325740) and NNK (#KIT0565) were purchased 

from Toronto Research Chemicals (Toronto, ON, Canada); UDP glucuronic acid (UDPGA), 

alamethicin, kanamycin, chloramphenicol, imidazole, methanol (MeOH) and isopropanol were 

purchased from Sigma (St Louis, MO); Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium, fetal bovine serum 

(FBS), geneticin and penicillin-streptomycin were purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, 

CA); silver stain, isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), bicinchoninic acid (BCA), 

ammonium acetate and formic acid were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ); Luria 

broth base and Tris-glycine gels (1.0 mm) were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). 

 

Tissues. A description of the normal human liver tissue microsomes used for the current 

studies were previously described.250 Tissue samples were quick-frozen at -70°C within 2 h post-

surgery. Liver microsomes were prepared through differential centrifugation as previously 

described284 and stored (2.5-5 mg protein/mL) at -80°C. Microsomal protein concentrations were 
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measured using the BCA assay. The UGT2B17 gene deletion analysis was performed previously 

253 utilizing UGT2B17 deletion locations as determined by Wilson et al.266 

 

Cell lines and microsomal preparation. HEK293 cells overexpressing wild-type 

UGT1A9, UGT2B7, UGT2B10 and UGT2B17 have been described previously.153, 285, 286 All 

HEK293 cell lines were grown to 80% confluence in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin, 

and maintained in 700 μg/mL of geneticin for selection of UGT overexpression, in a humidified 

incubator atmosphere of 5% CO2. For the preparation of cell microsomal fractions, cells were 

suspended in Tris-buffered saline (25 mM Tris base, 138 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl; pH 7.4) and 

subjected to five rounds of freeze/thaw before gentle homogenization. The cell homogenate was 

centrifuged at 9,000 g for 30 min at 4°C. The supernatant was then centrifuged at 105,000 g for 60 

min at 4°C. The microsomal pellet was suspended in Tris-buffered saline and stored in 100 μL 

aliquots at -80°C. Total microsomal protein concentrations were determined using the BCA 

protein assay. 

 

AKR1C1 induction and purification. Transformation-ready expression plasmids (6X N-

term His tag, pQE-T7 vector; Qiagen, Venlo, Limburg) with the AKR1C1 gene were introduced to 

BL21 E. coli. The transformed E. coli were grown on kanamycin selection plates for 12 h and 

screened for plasmid uptake by DNA sequencing. AKR1C1-expressing E. coli were incubated on 

a shaker for 1.75 h at 37°C in Luria broth (25 μg/μL) containing kanamycin (17 μg/μL) and 

chloramphenicol (8 μg/μL). Protein expression was induced with the addition of IPTG (25 mM) 

and incubated while shaking at 37°C for 3 h. The recombinant histidine-tagged protein was 
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purified from cell lysate on a Ni-NTA column (Fisher Scientific, #PI-88225). Lysate was loaded 

onto the column in a 1:1 mixture with 10 mM imidazole and washed four times with increasing 

concentrations of imidazole (2 mL; 20 mM, 60 mM, 100 mM, 250 mM), then eluted with 2 mL of 

500 mM imidazole. Eluted protein was then dialyzed in a Slide-A-Lyzer G2 dialysis cassette 

(Fisher Scientific) against PBS for a total of 8 h at 4°C. Purity (>80%) was assessed via SDS-

PAGE using a 4-20% Tris-Glycine gradient gel and silver staining; protein quantity was 

determined using the BCA assay.  

 

NNK reduction assay. The NNK reduction assay was adapted from a previously 

determined method143 using the following conditions: AKR1C1 (1 μg) was incubated (50 μL final 

volume) with 1 mM NNK in buffer (0.1 M monopotassium phosphate, 0.4 mM potassium chloride, 

0.2 mM magnesium chloride; pH 7.4) and NADPH regeneration system (2.5 μL solution A plus 

0.5 μL solution B; Corning, Corning, NY) at 37°C for 1 h. Reactions were terminated by the 

addition of an equal volume of methanol on ice. The precipitate was removed by centrifugation 

and the supernatant was saved for LC-MS analysis. 

 

rac-NNAL chiral separation and collection. NNAL enantiomer separation was achieved 

by liquid chromatography (LC) using the following system: an Acquity (model BSM) ultra-

performance LC (Waters) equipped with an automatic injector (model SM) and a UV detector 

operated at 254 nm (model TUV). LC was performed using a Lux 3u Amylose-2 column (150x4.6 

mm; Phenomex, #00F-4471-E0) at 23oC with an isocratic elution of 30% ultra-pure water and 70% 

3:1 methanol/isopropanol at 0.3 mL/min. Peaks 1 and 2 (see Figure 1) were collected from 6.95 to 

7.45 min and 7.50 to 8.20 min, respectively. This method was developed to optimize for (R)- and 
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(S)-NNAL enantiomer separation, with the E/Z NNAL rotamers contained within the (R)- and (S)-

NNAL peaks. 

 

NNAL glucuronidation assay. The rate of (R)- and (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation by HLM 

and UGT over-expressing cell microsomes was determined after pre-incubation with alamethicin 

(50 μg/mg protein) for 10 min on ice using the following conditions: UGT over-expressing cell 

microsomes (15-20 μg protein) or HLM (10 μg protein) were incubated (10 μL, final volume) in 

50 mM Tris-HCl (initial pH 7.4), 10 mM MgCl2, 4 mM UDPGA, and each NNAL enantiomer 

(UGT over-expressing cell microsomes: 0.5-16 mM; HLM: 4 mM) at 37°C for 1 h; as described 

previously, glucuronidation reactions were rate linear for up to 2 h incubation times.257   Reactions 

were terminated by the addition of an equal volume of methanol on ice and spiked with 2 μL of 

the appropriate deuterated internal standard (see below). The precipitate was removed by 

centrifugation and the supernatant was saved for LC-MS analysis as described below.  Three 

individual HLM specimens from each genotype were assayed with each individual NNAL 

enantiomer. Each reaction was run in triplicate.  

 

Synthesis and purification of D4-NNAL-O- and N-Gluc standards. To obtain D4-

NNAL-N-Gluc and D4-NNAL-O-Gluc, bovine liver microsomes (5 mg protein/mL reaction) were 

used to catalyze D4-NNAL (a kind gift from Shantu Amin; Penn State University, Hershey, PA)287 

conjugation with glucuronic acid. Bovine liver microsomes were initially incubated with 

alamethicin (50 μg/mg protein) on ice for 15 min, then were incubated with D4-NNAL (20 mM) 

at 37°C in Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5), MgCl2 (10 mM), UDPGA (8 mM) for 2 h. The reaction 

was quenched with the addition of equal volume of ice cold acetonitrile. Protein was removed by 
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centrifugation at 16,000 g for 10 min at 4°C and the acetonitrile was removed by evaporation. D4-

NNAL-N-Gluc and D4-NNAL-O-Gluc were purified by HPLC using previously described 

methods.256 The collection of D4-NNAL-N-Gluc and D4-NNAL-O-Gluc were confirmed by LC-

MS as described below and aliquots were stored at concentrations of 1 ppm. 

 

LC-MS analysis. LC separation was achieved using an Acquity H class UPLC (Waters) 

equipped with an auto sampler (model FTN). NNAL peaks were analyzed with the same column 

and isocratic method as described above; glucuronide peaks were analyzed with a HSS T3 1.8 μm 

column (2.1x100 mm; Acquity, Waters, Milford, MA) at 30oC with gradient elution at 0.4 mL/min 

using the following conditions: 0.5 min with 99% buffer A (5 mM ammonium acetate with 0.01% 

formic acid) and 1% buffer B (100% MeOH), followed by a linear gradient for 3.0 min to 20% 

buffer B, and a subsequent linear gradient for 1.0 min to 95% buffer B. The column was washed 

with a 1.0 min linear gradient to 1% buffer B and regenerated for 1.0 min in 1% buffer B.  

The Waters Xevo TQD tandem mass spectrometer was equipped with a Zspray 

electrospray ionization interface operated in the positive ion mode, with capillary voltage at 0.6 

kV. Nitrogen was used as both the cone gas and desolvation gas at 50 and 800 L/hr, respectively. 

Ultra-pure argon was used for collision-induced dissociation. The desolvation temperature and the 

ion source temperature were 500°C. For the detection of NNAL enantiomers and NNAL-Glucs, 

the mass spectrometer was operated in the multiple reaction monitoring mode (MRM). The ion 

related parameters for each transition were monitored as follows: NNAL, MS transition of 

210.1>180.1 with cone voltage and collision energy at 30 and 10 V, respectively; NNAL-N-Gluc, 

MS transition of 386.2>180.1 with cone voltage and collision energy at 15 and 20 V, respectively; 

NNAL-O-Gluc, MS transition of 386.2>162.1 with the cone voltage and collision energy each at 
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15 V. The MS transitions and LC retention times for each molecule were compared to purchased 

NNAL, NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc standards (Toronto Research Chemicals) for each 

metabolite. NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc formation was quantified by dividing their peak 

areas by the peak areas for deuterated NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc internal standards, 

respectively, and quantified against a standard curve made from purchased NNAL-O-Gluc 

(Toronto Research Chemicals) of known quantity. 

 

Statistical analysis. The Student’s t-test was used to compare the ratio of (R)- to (S)- 

NNAL-O-Gluc in subjects with UGT2B17 null (*2/*2) genotype versus subjects with the 

UGT2B17 (*1/*1) genotype. The linear trend test was used to examine the ratio of (R)- to (S)- 

NNAL-O-Gluc in HLM with decreasing copies of the UGT2B17 alleles. Kinetic constants were 

determined, and statistical analysis were performed using Prism version 6.01 (GraphPad Softwear, 

San Diego, CA).   

 

Results 

To separate the individual NNAL enantiomers, a LC chiral separation method was 

developed using purchased (Toronto Research Chemicals) rac-NNAL (Figure 2.2, panel A). This 

method produced two distinct peaks, peak 1 (retention time of approximately 7.25 min) and peak 

2 (retention time of approximately 7.85 min). Both peaks were collected and examined for purity 

using the same UV-monitored LC method (Figure 2.2, panels B and C); NNAL enantiomers 

corresponding to the respective peaks were collected with an enantiomeric purity of >99%. 

AKR1C1 was previously shown to be selective for the formation of (S)-NNAL.142, 143, 288 To 
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examine which of the peaks observed by 

LC separation corresponded to the (S)- 

versus (R)-NNAL enantiomers, peaks 1 

and 2 were compared to the product of an 

AKR1C1-mediated NNK reduction assay 

as described in the Materials and 

Methods. The identity of the peaks were 

verified by the MRM transitions and 

confirmed by comparison to the 

purchased rac-NNAL standard (Toronto 

Research Chemicals). The AKR1C1 (S)-

NNAL peak was observed at 6.50-7.30 

min (Figure 2.2, panel D), and was 

identical to that observed for peak 1 

(Figure 2.2, panel E), indicating that peak 

1 is (S)-NNAL. Since peak 2 was 

observed at a different retention time 

(7.10-7.95 min), this suggests that peak 2 corresponds to (R)-NNAL (Figure 2.2, panel F).  

Previous studies have shown that the UGTs 2B7,153, 250-253 2B17,161, 251, 253, 254 1A9250, 251 

and 2B10,251, 256, 257 are the major enzymes responsible for the hepatic glucuronidation of NNAL. 

To determine whether any or all of these enzymes exhibit stereo-selectivity against the individual 

NNAL enantiomers, the activity of each UGT was examined using microsomes from UGT over-

Figure 2.2. rac-NNAL separation and NNAL 

enantiomer analysis. Panels A-C, rac-NNAL was 
separated by an isocratic method as described in the 
Materials and Methods and monitored by UV at 254 nm 
using LC (right panels). (A), rac-NNAL; (B), 
enantiomerically pure peak 1 collected from panel A; and 
(C), enantiomerically pure peak 2 collected from panel A. 
Panels D-G, LC-MS analysis of NNAL enantiomers. (D), 
AKR1C1-generated (S)-NNAL; (E), LC-collected peak 1 
from panel A; (F) LC-collected peak 2 from panel A; and, 
(G) rac-NNAL. For panel D, AKR1C1 (1 μg total protein; 
>80% purity) was incubated at 37°C for 1 h with 1 mM 
NNK and NADPH regeneration system, and LC-MS was 
performed as described in the Materials and Methods. The 
E and Z rotomers of (R)- and (S)-NNAL were not separated 
using this LC procedure. 
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expressing cells against (R)- and (S)-NNAL collected as described above. Using a LC-MS method 

developed to separate the O-Glucs of the (S)- versus (R)-NNAL enantiomers, UGT2B7 was shown 

to preferentially form the O-Gluc of (S)-NNAL while UGT2B17 preferentially forms the O-Gluc 

of (R)-NNAL (Figure 2.3). Representative plots of glucuronidation rate versus substrate 

concentration for individual UGT enzymes against (R)- versus (S)-NNAL are shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

Figure 2.3. Representative traces of LC-MS analysis of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc, (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

formation by UGT-overexpressing cell microsomes. Microsomes (15-20 μg total protein) were 
incubated at 37 °C for 1 h with UDPGA ( 4 mM) and either rac-NNAL, (S)-NNAL, or (R)-NNAL as 
described in the Materials and Methods. Concentrations at or near the KM of each substrate shown as 
follows, listed from left to right: rac-NNAL, 4 mM, 2 mM, 16 mM; (R)-NNAL, 16 mM, 1 mM, 16 
mM; (S)-NNAL, 1 mM, 8 mM, 16 mM. The E and Z rotomers of (R)- and (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc were not 
separated using this LC procedure. Absolute peak values are listed above each intensity scale on the 

y-axis. 
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The Vmax/KM for UGT2B7 was 30-fold higher for (S)-NNAL as compared to (R)-NNAL 

(Table 1) and exhibited a KM that was >1.5-fold lower than the other UGTs for (S)-NNAL. In 

contrast, the Vmax/KM for UGT2B17 for (S)-NNAL was 12-fold lower as compared to (R)-NNAL 

while exhibiting a KM > 5.6-fold lower than any other UGT for (R)-NNAL. By comparison, while 

UGT1A9 exhibited a relatively high KM (>8 mM) against both (S)- and (R)-NNAL, UGT1A9 does 

not appear to exhibit the same level of stereo-specificity as the other O-glucuronidating enzymes 

(Figure 2), with a Vmax/KM for (S)-NNAL that was 1.8-fold higher than that observed for (R)-

NNAL (Table 2.1). 

Figure 2.4. Representative concentration curves and kinetic analysis for (R)-NNAL- and (S)-NNAL-

Gluc formation with microsomes from UGT2B7, UGT2B17, UGT1A9 and UGT2B10 overexpressing 

cells. Glucuronide formation assays were performed at 37 °C for 1 h using 15-20 μg total UGT-
overexpressing cell microsomal protein and increasing concentrations of (R)-NNAL (panel A) and (S)-
NNAL (panel B) as described in the Materials and Methods. Rate, Vmax values are expressed per mg of total 
protein. Representative curves are shown; complete kinetic analysis was performed in three independent 
experiments.  
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Table 2.2. Rate of NNAL-O-Gluc formation stratified by UGT2B17 deletion genotype.a 

 
Genotype Subject (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

    

*1/*1 

1 360 1106 

2 422 747 

3 360 593 

Mean ± SD 380 ± 36 815 ± 263 

    

*1/*2 

4 316 855 

5 496 928 

6 140 1007 

Mean ± SD 317 ± 178 930 ± 76 

    

*2/*2 

7 333 2784 

8 4.8 174 

9 144 1181 

Mean ± SD 161 ± 165 1380 ± 1317 

    
a Rate units are expressed as pmol/min/mg total HLM protein. Values shown for each HLM specimen are the 
mean of three independent assays. 

 

Table 2.1. Kinetics of UGT metabolism of (R)- versus (S)-NNAL.a 

 

TSNA enzyme 
Vmax

b 
(pmol/mg protein/min) 

KM 
(mM) 

Vmax/KM
b 

(nL/min/mg protein) 

     

(R)–NNAL 

UGT2B7 3.1 ± 1.5 51 ± 9.6c 0.06 

UGT2B17 3.0 ± 2.3 1.8 ± 0.47 1.7 

UGT1A9 13 ± 9.8 13 ± 4.5 1.0 

UGT2B10 8.0 ± 3.1 9.8 ± 4.1 0.81 

     

(S)–NNAL 

UGT2B7 4.8 ± 2.3 2.7 ± 1.7 1.8 

UGT2B17 0.54 ± 0.26 4.0 ± 1.9 0.14 

UGT1A9 16 ± 14 8.7 ± 2.0 1.8 

UGT2B10 1.6 ± 0.27 4.1 ± 1.2 0.40 

     
a Data are expressed as the mean ± SD of three independent experiments.  
b Units are expressed per mg total microsomal protein. 
c Estimated Km calculated by GraphPad; the actual value determined experimentally was >16 mM. 
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While the individual (R)- and (S)-NNAL-N-Glucs could not be separated using this LC-

MS method, NNAL-N-Gluc (retention time = 2.30-2.90 min; data not shown) was separated from 

the NNAL-O-Gluc peaks (retention times = 3.20 – 4.00 min; Figure 2). Similar to that observed 

for UGT1A9 (which forms NNAL-O-Gluc), the NNAL-N-Gluc forming UGT2B10 does not 

appear to exhibit the same level of stereo-specificity as the O-Gluc forming UGTs 2B7 and 2B17 

against the (R)- and (S)-NNAL enantiomers, with a Vmax/KM ratio for (S)-NNAL:(R)-NNAL of 

0.49 (Table 2.1).The UGT2B17 deletion polymorphism has previously been shown to be 

significantly associated with decreased NNAL-O-Gluc formation in HLM.161, 253, 254 To determine 

whether UGT2B17 genotype affects the stereo-selectivity of HLM glucuronidation activities 

against (R) versus (S)-NNAL enantiomers, HLMs from subjects exhibiting either the (*1/*1), 

(*1/*2) and (*2/*2) genotypes were examined. 

While there was some individual differences in 

the total levels of NNAL-O-Gluc formation in the 

individual HLMs within genotype groups (Table 

2.2), the ratio of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc to (S)-

NNAL-O-Gluc formation in HLM from (*2/*2) 

subjects was significantly lower (p=0.012) than 

HLM from (*1/*1) subjects (Figure 2.5). There 

was a significant trend (p=0.015) towards 

decreased (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc:(S)-NNAL-O-

Gluc ratio with increasing numbers of the 

UGT2B17*2 allele.  

 

‡

Figure 2.5. The (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc to (S)-

NNAL-O-Gluc ratio in HLM stratified by 

UGT2B17 genotype. HLM (10 μg total protein) 
were incubated at 37 °C for 1 h with UDPGA and 
4 mM (R)- or (S)-NNAL as described in the 
Materials and Methods. Columns represent the 
mean ± SD of three randomly chosen HLM 
specimens from different subjects for each of the 
three UGT2B17 genotype groups (indicated 
within the bars within the figure). *1 refers to the 
wild-type UGT2B17 allele, *2 refers to the 

UGT2B17 gene deletion allele. ‡ p=0.012. 
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Discussion 

 In the present study, UGT2B7 exhibited the highest stereo-specificity of all of the NNAL 

glucuronidating UGTs, with a Vmax/KM that was 30-fold higher for (S)-NNAL as compared to (R)-

NNAL, suggesting that UGT2B7 is relatively selective for the O-Gluc formation of (S)-NNAL. 

No detectable (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation was observed in assays with rac-NNAL for UGT2B7 

until the substrate concentration approached the KM towards rac-NNAL,153 and the KM of 

UGT2B7 against enantiomerically pure (R)-NNAL was >50 mM, suggesting that UGT2B7 is 

unlikely to contribute to (R)-NNAL-O -Gluc formation in vivo. The KM for UGT2B7 against (S)-

NNAL was similar to that observed for UGT2B17 and 3.2-fold lower than that observed for 

UGT1A9, suggesting that multiple UGTs may be involved in (S)-NNAL-Gluc formation in 

different human tissues. However, the hepatic expression of UGT2B7 is higher than other NNAL-

glucuronidating UGTs,208, 289 this suggests that hepatic (S)-NNAL-Gluc formation is largely 

mediated by UGT2B7.  

 UGT2B17 exhibited high O-glucuronidation activity against (R)-NNAL and exhibited a 

KM that was >5.6-fold lower than any other UGT. In addition, the ratio of (R)- to (S)-NNAL-O-

Gluc formation significantly decreased in HLM from subjects with increasing numbers of the 

UGT2B17 gene deletion allele. The ratio of (R)- to (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation decreased in 

HLM from subjects with the UGT2B17 (*2/*2) genotype by 5.5-fold as compared to HLM from 

subjects with the wild-type UGT2B17 (*1/*1) genotype, suggesting that UGT2B17 is the major 

enzyme involved in hepatic (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation. 

 The data in the current study are consistent with previous studies indicating that hepatic 

NNAL-N-Gluc formation is generally less prominent than hepatic NNAL-O-Gluc formation:250, 

255, 257 i) (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc was the major NNAL-O-Gluc form in HLM irrespective of UGT2B17 
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genotype in the present study; ii) while the KM observed for UGT2B10 against (S)-NNAL in the 

present study was comparable to that observed for UGT2B7 (1.5-fold higher), previous studies 

indicate that its expression in human liver appears to be 4- to 15-fold lower than UGT2B7;208, 289 

and iii) previous studies have consistently demonstrated that the mean levels of urinary NNAL-O-

Gluc is higher than urinary NNAL-N-Gluc in smokers.259, 263, 264 Given the low KM’s observed for 

UGT1A9 forming the O-Gluc of either the (S) or (R)-NNAL enantiomers, the  present studies are 

also consistent with previous studies153 demonstrating that UGT1A9 plays only a minor role in 

NNAL glucuronidation. 

(S)-NNAL-O-Gluc comprised at least 60% of the total NNAL-O-Gluc in HLM in the 

present study. These data are consistent with previous studies demonstrating that (S)-NNAL-Gluc 

is the major excreted form of NNAL-Gluc in humans, accounting for 68% of the NNAL-Gluc 

formed in current smokers259 and was nearly 3 times the amount of the (R)-NNAL-Gluc metabolite 

in smokeless tobacco product users.163  

Previous studies indicate that the expression of UGT2B17 is roughly 10-fold higher in lung 

and significantly higher in tissues of the aerodigestive tract including larynx, tonsil, tongue and 

esophagus 208 as compared to the expression of UGTs 2B7 and 2B10. Therefore, the 

glucuronidation of (R)-NNAL may play a relatively more important role in NNAL detoxification 

in tobacco target tissues than what might be observed hepatically. This possibility is consistent 

with the fact that (R)-NNAL is the major enantiomer of NNAL formed in both lung microsomes 

and homogenates in vitro (unpublished results), a pattern not observed for hepatic fractions. Direct 

assessment of (R)-NNAL vs (S)-NNAL glucuronidation rates in lung tissue and aerodigestive tract 

tissues will be required to better assess this important possibility. 
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In summary, this study is the first to identify the UGTs responsible for the glucuronidation 

for individual NNAL enantiomers, with both UGTs 2B7 and 2B17 exhibiting high stereo-

specificity. More comprehensive studies examining how changes in the expression or activity of 

these enzymes affect the production of NNAL glucuronide enantiomers will be required to better 

determine the potential impact of such changes on cancer susceptibility. 
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Abstract 

Tobacco specific nitrosamines (TSNAs) are among the most potent carcinogens found in 

cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products. Decreases in TSNA detoxification, particularly 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), have been associated with tobacco-related 

cancer incidence. NNK is metabolized by carbonyl reduction to its major carcinogenic metabolite, 

4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL), which is detoxified by glucuronidation 

at the nitrogen within the pyridine ring or at the chiral alcohol to form four glucuronide products: 

(R)-NNAL-O-Gluc, (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc, (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc, (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc. Stereo-selective 

NNAL-Gluc formation and the relative expression of NNAL-glucuronidating UGTs (1A4, 1A9, 

1A10, 2B7, 2B10, 2B17) were analyzed in 39 tissue specimens from the upper aerodigestive tract 

[esophagus (n=13), floor of mouth (n=4), larynx (n=9), tongue (n=7), and tonsil (n=6)]. All tissue 

types preferentially formed (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc in the presence of racemic-NNAL; only esophagus 
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exhibited any detectable formation of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc. For every tissue type examined, 

UGT1A10 exhibited the highest level of expression for the NNAL-O-glucuronidating UGTs, 

ranging from 36% (tonsil) to 49% (esophagus), followed by UGT1A9>UGT2B7>UGT2B17. 

UGT1A10 also exhibited similar or higher levels of expression as compared to both NNAL-N-

glucuronidating UGTs, 1A4 and 2B10. In a screening of cells expressing individual UGT enzymes, 

all NNAL glucuronidating UGTs exhibited some level of stereo-specific preference for individual 

NNAL enantiomers, with UGTs 1A10 and 2B17 forming primarily (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc. Kinetic 

analysis indicated that 2B17 exhibited at least a 9-fold lower KM than UGT1A10. These data 

suggest that UGTs 1A10 and 2B17 may be important enzymes in the detoxification of TSNAs like 

NNK in tissues of the upper aerodigestive tract. 
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Introduction 

 Tobacco use has been linked to lung cancer for over a century,4 and remains the leading 

cause of preventable premature death in adults world-wide.5 In the United States, tobacco smokers 

have a mortality rate three times higher than individuals who have never smoked.6 Cigarette 

smoking is highly associated with cancers in the airway such as lung and laryngeal cancers, 7, 27-29 

while smokeless tobacco use has been associated with cancers of the mouth and throat such as oral 

and esophageal cancers.17, 18. While cigarette smoking is highly associated with cancers in the 

airway such as lung and laryngeal cancers,7, 27-29 smokeless tobacco use has been associated with 

cancers of the mouth and throat such as oral and esophageal cancers.17, 18 A major class of 

carcinogens in both tobacco smoke and smokeless tobacco products are the tobacco-specific 

nitrosamines (TSNAs).125-128 This class of carcinogens includes 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-

pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), a compound classified as a group 1 carcinogen by the International 

Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC).129 NNK is rapidly metabolized in the body to the (R)- 

and (S)- enantiomers of 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL) by carbonyl 

reduction.133-135 NNAL can undergo the same CYP-mediated α-hydroxylation pathways as NNK 

to form reactive intermediates which form DNA adducts.290-295 It is thought that NNK 

carcinogenicity is largely manifested via the NNAL formation pathway, with 14%-100% of the 

NNK dose metabolized to NNAL.133, 139-141, 296, 297 By measuring NNK in mainstream smoke vs. 

urinary NNAL in smokers, it was estimated that 39-100% of NNK was converted to NNAL 

systemically in smokers.140 NNK exposure in smokeless tobacco users was measured in saliva and 

it was estimated that 14-17% of NNK was converted to NNAL within the oral cavity.141 

Additionally, it has been shown that NNAL comprised 82-92% of total NNK metabolites in human 

lung tissue.139 NNK and NNAL have been extensively studied for carginogenicity in animal 
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models and have been shown to methylate and pryidyloxobutylate DNA after metabolic activation 

by cytochrome P450 enzymes in oral and lung tissues 162, 281-283, 298, suggesting that NNK and 

NNAL are strong oral and lung carcinogens  

There are seven enzymes known to metabolize NNK to NNAL: hydroxysteroid 

dehydrogenases (HSD) 11β1 and 17β12, carbonyl reductase type 1 (CBR1), and aldo-keto 

reductases (AKR) 1C1, 1C2, 1C3, 1C4, and 1B10.142-145 These studies further demonstrated that 

NNK and NNAL are oral and lung carcinogens, indicating that they are likely to be important 

carcinogens in the tobacco-related cancer incidence observed in tobacco users. (R)-NNAL is 

preferentially formed by HSD17β12, while the remaining enzymes primarily form (S)-NNAL.145 

Like NNK, both (R)- and (S)-NNAL133-135 are very potent carcinogens in rodents, with (S)-NNAL 

exhibiting higher carcinogenic potential than (R)-NNAL.136-139 These studies further demonstrated 

that NNK and NNAL are oral and lung carcinogens indicating that they are likely to be important 

carcinogens in the tobacco-related cancer incidence observed in tobacco users. 

Glucuronidation is a conjugation reaction that is mediated by UDP-

glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) enzymes. UGT enzymes catalyze the transferring of a glucuronic 

acid from a UDP-glucuronic acid (UDPGA) cofactor to a nucleophilic functional group. Acceptor 

functional groups for glucuronidation reactions can be hydroxyl (aliphatic or phenolic), carboxylic 

acid, amines, thiol groups, and acidic carbon atoms.8 The UGT superfamily of enzymes consists 

of 21 functional human enzymes which are responsible for the glucuronidation of drugs, non-drug 

xenobiotics, and various endogenous compounds.1, 9 The UGTs are expressed in many of the target 

tissues exposed to tobacco and/or tobacco smoke and play a primary role in the detoxification of 

many tobacco carcinogens including TSNAs.197, 202  
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It has been found that (S)-NNAL is stereoselectively retained in rat lung and has a higher 

tumorigenicity than (R)-NNAL, and that (R)-NNAL exhibits a higher rate of glucuronidation in 

rats 135, 281-283 and the A/J mouse.135, 162 However, studies indicate that (S)-NNAL may be stereo-

selectively retained in smokeless tobacco users 163 yet it exhibits a higher rate of glucuronidation 

in the patas monkey.151 It is not clear if either NNAL enantiomer has higher carcinogenic potential 

in humans.  

In contrast to the relatively high tumorigenicity exhibited by both (R)- and (S)-NNAL, 

NNAL-Gluc was found to be non-tumorigenic.162 NNAL can be glucuronidated at the hydroxy 

group (NNAL-O-Gluc) or at the nitrogen within the pyridine ring (NNAL-N-Gluc). Since NNAL 

has a chiral center there are four glucuronide products that can be formed; (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc, (S)-

NNAL-O-Gluc, (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc, (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc. Each of these NNK metabolites have 

been identified in smoker’s urine directly, with NNAL-N-Gluc [(R)-NNAL-N-Gluc + (S)-NNAL-

N-Gluc], NNAL-O-Gluc [(R)-NNAL-O-Gluc + (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc], and free NNAL accounting 

for 22-23%, 48-50%, and 27-31% of urinary NNK metabolites, respectively.3, 159 Few studies have 

yet explored the tissue specific glucuronidation of NNAL and, to the best of our knowledge, no 

studies have directly compared the tissue-specific expression of all six NNAL glucuronidating 

enzymes in the upper aerodigestive tract. The goal of the present study was to characterize the (R)- 

and (S)-NNAL clearance capacity of upper aerodigestive tract tissues as well as to determine which 

UGTs may be driving NNAL clearance in these tobacco-target tissues.   

 

Materials and Methods 

Chemicals and materials. Racemic (rac)-NNAL (#M325740), NNAL-N-Gluc 

(M325745), NNAL-O-Gluc (M325720), and the internal standards (IS) NNAL-N-Gluc-d3 
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(M325747), and NNAL-O-Gluc-d5 (M325722) were purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals 

(Toronto, ON, Canada). UDP glucuronic acid (UDPGA), alamethicin, methanol (MeOH) and 

isopropanol were purchased from Sigma (St Louis, MO), and Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 

medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS), TaqMan Fast Advanced Master Mix, TaqMan Gene 

Expression Assays, Pure Link RNA extraction kit, TriZol reagent, SuperScript VILO cDNA 

synthesis kit, geneticin, and penicillin-streptomycin were all purchased from Life Technologies 

(Carlsbad, CA). Pooled human liver microsomes (HLM) and pooled human intestinal microsomes 

(HIM) were purchased from XenoTech (Kansas City, KS) while the Pierce BCA protein assay kit, 

ammonium acetate and formic acid were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). 

 

Tissue Specimens. Human tissue specimens (n=39) were procured from the Cooperative 

Human Tissue Network (CHTN) or the National Disease Research Institute (NDRI; esophagus, 

n=13; floor of mouth, n=4; larynx, n=9; tonsil, n=6; tongue n=7). All tissues were normal tissue 

harvested during surgery or postmortem and were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen upon 

procurement. Tissue specimens were received via dry ice shipment and were stored at -80°C. 

Tissues were concurrently prepared for both protein and RNA extractions while specimens were 

still frozen on dry ice. 

 

Cell lines and tissue protein fractions. HEK293 cells expressing UGT1A4, UGT1A9, 

UGT1A10, UGT2B7, UGT2B10 and UGT2B17 have been described previously.153, 285, 286 

HEK293 cell lines were grown to 80% confluence in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 

supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin, and maintained 

in 400 μg/mL of geneticin in a humidified incubator atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37°C. For the 
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preparation of cell microsomal fractions, cells were suspended in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 

and subjected to five rounds of rapid freeze/thaw before gentle homogenization. The cell 

homogenate was centrifuged at 9,000 g for 30 min at 4°C. The supernatant was then centrifuged 

at 105,000 g for 60 min at 4°C. The microsomal pellet was suspended in PBS and at -80°C. Total 

microsomal protein concentrations were determined using the Pierce BCA protein assay. 

Each tissue specimen was homogenized in a TissueLyser (Qiagen) for 45 sec at 30 Hz with 

500 μL of PBS per 100 μg of tissue. Lysed tissue was then centrifuged for 30 min at 9,000 g and 

the supernatant (S9) was stored at -80°C. Total S9 protein concentrations were determined using 

the Pierce BCA protein assay. Activity assays were performed for pooled tissue specimens using 

equivalent protein amounts for each of the pooled specimens.   

 

NNAL glucuronidation assay. The activity of (R)- and (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc, as well as (R)- 

and (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation for tissue S9 fractions and UGT-expressing cell microsomes 

were determined using the following conditions: after pre-incubation with alamethicin (50 μg/mg 

total protein) for 10 min on ice, UGT-expressing cell microsomes (15-20 μg total protein), head 

and neck pooled tissue S9 (8-12 μg total protein), or purchased HLM and HIM (20 ug) were 

incubated (20 μL, final volume) in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 10 mM MgCl2, 4 mM UDPGA, and 

each NNAL enantiomer (UGT over-expressing cell microsomes only, 0.5-16 mM) or rac-NNAL 

(1 mM or 4 mM) at 37°C for 1 h. As described previously, glucuronidation reactions were rate 

linear for up to 2 h.257 Reactions were terminated by the addition of an equal volume of cold 

methanol and spiked with 2 μL of deuterated NNAL-N-Gluc and NNAL-O-Gluc internal standard 

mix. The precipitate was removed by centrifugation at 16,000 g for 10 min at 4°C and the organic 

solvent in supernatant was removed by centrifugation under vacuum at room temperature for 20 
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min prior to transfer to glass vials for liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) analysis. 

All reactions were performed in triplicate.  

 

LC-MS analysis. LC separation of NNAL-N-Glucs and O-Glucs was achieved using an 

Acquity H class ultra-pressure liquid chromatograph (UPLC; Waters) equipped with an auto 

sampler (model FTN). NNAL-N-Gluc, (R)-, and (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc were separated using a 

method optimized from a previous publication.299 Briefly, NNAL glucuronide were analyzed with 

a HSS T3 1.8 μm column (2.1x100 mm; Acquity, Waters, Milford, MA) at 30°C with gradient 

elution at 0.35 mL/min using the following conditions: 0.5 min with 99% buffer A (5 mM 

ammonium formate with 0.01% formic acid) and 1% buffer B (100% MeOH), followed by a linear 

gradient for 3.0 min to 20% buffer B, and a subsequent linear gradient for 1.0 min to 95% buffer 

B. The column was washed with a 1.0 min linear gradient to 1% buffer B and re-equilibrated for 

1.0 min in 1% buffer B. 

For analysis of kinetics and S9 activity the Waters Xevo TQD tandem MS was equipped 

with a Zspray electrospray ionization interface operated in the positive ion mode, with capillary 

voltage at 0.6 kV. Nitrogen was used as both the cone gas and desolvation gas at 50 and 800 L/hr, 

respectively. Ultra-pure argon was used for collision-induced dissociation. The desolvation 

temperature and the ion source temperature were 500 and 150°C respectively. The cone voltage 

was 20V each and the collision energies were 15 and 20V for NNAL-N-Gluc and NNAL-O-Gluc 

diastereomers respectively. 

(R)- and (S)-NNAL-N-Glucs were separated using the same UPLC system with gradient 

elution at a 0.2 mL/min flow rate using the following conditions: a 1 min linear gradient of 100% 

buffer A (5 mM ammonium formate with 0.01% formic acid) to 99% buffer A and 1% buffer B 
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(100% acetonitrile), a subsequent isocratic gradient of 99% buffer A for 9 min, followed by a linear 

gradient for 8 min to 97% buffer A. After an additional 8 min at 97% buffer A, columns were then 

cleaned with 95% buffer B and re-equilibrated to initial conditions before the next sample 

injection. 

For the analysis of separated (R)- and (S)-NNAL-N-Glucs, the Waters Xevo G2-S Qtof MS 

was used for the increased resolution. The MS operated in positive electrospray ionization MS/MS 

sensitive mode, with capillary voltage at 0.6 kV. Nitrogen was used for both cone and desolvation 

gases at 50 L/h and 800 L/h, respectively. Ultra-pure argon was used as the collision gas with a 

flow rate of 0.1 L/h for collision-induced dissociation. The source temperature was 120ºC, 

desolvation gas temperature was 500ºC. The dwell time for each ion was 0.1 sec. The cone voltage 

25V and the collision energy was 20V. 

For the detection of all NNAL-Glucs, each MS was operated in the multiple reaction 

monitoring mode (MRM). The ion related parameters for each transition were monitored as 

follows: NNAL-N-Gluc, MS transition of 386.2 m/z > 180.1 m/z (IS: 389.2 m/z > 183.1 m/z) and 

NNAL-O-Gluc, MS transition of 386.2 m/z > 162.1 m/z (IS: 391.2 m/z > 167.1 m/z). MS transitions 

and LC retention times for each molecule were compared to purchased NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-

N-Gluc standards (Toronto Research Chemicals) for each metabolite. NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-

N-Gluc formation was quantified by dividing their peak areas by the peak areas for deuterated 

NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc internal standards, respectively, and quantified against a 

standard curve made from purchased NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc (Toronto Research 

Chemicals) of known quantity. 
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Determination of UGT Relative Expression Levels.  All tissues were treated to by an 

initial homogenization for 45 sec at 30 Hz with 500 μL of TriZol per 25 μg of tissue. RNA was 

then extracted from tissue homogenates using a Pure Link RNA kit. RNA concentrations were 

determined on a Thermo Scientific Nano Drop 2000 spectrophotometer. Reverse transcription was 

performed using the SuperScript VILO cDNA synthesis kit with 280 ng of starting RNA per 

reaction.  

qPCR was carried out using 10 ng RNA equivalent of cDNA as template. Expression levels 

of each UGT mRNA was normalized to the expression of ribosomal protein lateral stock P0 

(RPLP0). Quadruplicate qPCR was performed for each tissue sample using a 10 μL final reaction 

volume containing 5 μL of TaqMan Master Mix, 4.5 μL diluted cDNA, and 0.5 μL of UGT specific 

TaqMan Gene Expression Assay for UGTs 1A4 (Hs01655285_s1), 1A9 (Hs02516855_sh), 1A10 

(Hs02516990_s1), 2B7 (Hs00426592_m1), 2B10 (Hs04195423_s1), or 2B17 (Hs00854486_sh) 

alongside the TaqMan RPLP0 endogenous control assay (Hs99999902_m1). Assays were 

performed using the Bio-Rad CFX384 Real-Time System under the following conditions: 1 cycle 

at 95 °C for 10 min, and 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 sec and 60 °C for 1 min. Relative expression 

was calculated using the ∆Ct method. ∆Ct was calculated as the target gene Ct minus the Ct of the 

control gene (RPLP0). Relative expression within each tissue type was determined with the 

equation 2-∆Ct. As previously described, UGT genes that amplified with a mean Ct > 35 cycles 

were determined to be below the limit of quantification (BLQ).208 

 

Data Analysis. Kinetic parameters were determined using Prism version 7.0 (GraphPad 

Software, San Diego, CA). When calculating the mean relative expression values, BLQ transcripts 

were included in the analysis as zero expression.  
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Results 

Stereospecificity of NNAL-Gluc 

formation in human upper aerodigestive 

tract tissues was examined in pooled S9 

fractions, assayed as described above 

and containing 1 mM rac-NNAL, 

consisting equal amount of S and R- 

NNAL. All upper aerodigestive tract 

tissues, as well as commercial intestinal 

microsomes, preferentially formed (R)-

NNAL-O-Gluc over (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc; 

only commercial liver microsomes 

preferentially formed (S)-NNAL-O-

Gluc (Figure 3.1). Intestinal microsomes 

and esophageal S9 fractions favored the 

formation of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc but also 

exhibited detectable levels of (S)-

NNAL-O-Gluc formation. S9 fractions 

from floor of mouth, larynx, tongue, and 

tonsil exhibited no detectable levels of 

(S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation. None of 

Figure 3.1. Representative traces of LC-MS analysis of 

NNAL-O-Gluc formation by pooled human tissue 

specimens. Pooled human tissue S9 fractions (8-12 ug total 
protein) were incubated with 1 mM of rac-NNAL and 4 mM 
UPGA co-substrate as described in the Materials and 
Methods. Representative traces for (R)- and (S)-NNAL-O-
Gluc (top) assay products and the (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc-d5 
(bottom) are shown. The y-axis is an intensity scale for each 
panel while the x-axis is time (min). 
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the tissues examined exhibited detectable levels of NNAL-N-Gluc formation except for HLM (data 

not shown). 

Stereo-selective NNAL-O-Gluc formation by all 4 UGT enzymes known to form NNAL-

O-Gluc was examined by incubating microsomes from HEK293 cells that express UGTs 

previously examined (UGTs 1A9, 1A10 2B7, 2B17)299, 300 were incubated with up to 4 mM rac-

NNAL, by the LCMS method described in method section. Representative chromatograms of each 

cell line are shown in Figure 3.2A. UGT1A9 exhibited the lowest level of stereo-specificity, with 

~55% of total NNAL-O-Gluc formation being (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc. UGTs 2B7 and 1A10 exhibited 

the highest levels of stereo-specificity, each forming <5% (S)- or (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc, respectively. 

UGT2B17 exhibited stereo-selectivity for the formation of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc with ~10% of the 

total NNAL-O-Gluc formation being (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc.  

A method was developed to separate and identify (R)- and (S)-NNAL-N-Glucs formed by 

UGT2B10 and UGT1A4. Microsomes from HEK293 cell lines expressing each UGT were 

incubated with 4 mM rac-NNAL or 2 mM of each NNAL enantiomer, as described above. 

Separation of the NNAL-N-Gluc diastereomers was achieved but with overlap between the minor 

rotamer (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc peak and the main rotamer peak of (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc (Figure 3.2B). 

Because these rotamers are created by the rotation of the nitroso group that can be sterically 

hindered by proximity to the chiral alcohol group and the free movement of the nitroso bond, these 

compounds that cannot be isolated from each other. The retention time of the main (R)-NNAL-N-

Gluc peak was 5.6 min and was identified by the retention time of the peak formed when (R)-

NNAL was incubated with each UGT. The retention time of the main (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc peak was 

5.9 min and was identified by matching with the retention time of the peak formed when (S)-

NNAL was incubated with each UGT. UGT1A4 appears to exhibit a slight preference for the 
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formation of (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc when incubated with rac-NNAL while UGT2B10 appears to have 

a slight preference for the formation of (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc with the same assay. 

A 

B 

Figure 3.2. Representative traces of LC-MS analysis of NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc formation 

from rac-NNAL. UGTOver-expressing cell microsomes (15-20 ug total protein) were incubated for 1 h at 
37oC with 4 mM of the co-substrate UDPGA and substrate rac-NNAL, (S)-NNAL, or (R)-NNAL as described 
in the Materials and Methods. Concentrations of rac-NNAL were at 4 mM or at the KM for each enzyme, 
whichever was smaller. The y-axis isare scaled arbitrary units where 100% is the highest peak in each assay. 
(S)- and (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc peaks (panel A) are single peaks that contain the NNAL-O-Gluc rotamers. (S)- 
and (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc peaks (panel B; peaks 2 and 4, and 1 and 3, respectively) are the separate NNAL-N-
Gluc rotamers. From the rac-NNAL assay, the shoulder (peak 3) on the (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc peak (peak 2) was 
attributed to one of the (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc rotamers by retention times matched to assays with (R)- and (S)-
NNAL. The y-axis is an intensity scale for each panel while the x-axis is time (min). 
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The UGT stereo-specificity against NNAL was further characterized enzyme kinetic 

analysis. Microsomes from cells overexpressing each of the previously characterized NNAL 

glucuronidating enzymes (UGTs 1A9, 2B7, 2B10, and 2B17)299 in addition to UGTs 1A4 and 

1A10 were incubated with the (R)- and (S)-NNAL enantiomers separately, over a concentration 

range from 0.5-16 mM NNAL (Figure 3.3). Comparing kinetic curves for (R)- and (S)-NNAL 

UGTs 1A10 and 2B17 exhibited a clear difference in the rates of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc vs (S)-NNAL-

O-Gluc formation, clearly favoring the (R)-NNAL enantiomer as substrate (Figure 3.3A). While 

accurate kinetic values could not be determined for UGT1A10, there was a 1.9-fold lower KM and 

a 11-fold higher V
max/KM

 observed for UGT2B17 for NNAL(R)-Gluc vs. NNAL(S)-Gluc 

formation (Table 3.1). UGT2B7 also exhibited a clear difference in the rate of formation for each 

NNAL-O-Gluc diastereomer, clearly favoring (S)-NNAL as substrate (Figure 3A). This is 

consistent with the >3.3-fold lower KM observed for UGT2B7 for NNAL-(S)-Gluc vs. NNAL-(R)-

Figure 3.3. Representative concentration curves for the formation of NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc by 

individual UGT enzymes. A, NNAL-O-Gluc formation by UGTs 1A9, 1A10, 2B7 and 2B17. B, NNAL-N-Gluc 
formation by UGTs 1A4 and 2B10. Glucuronide formation assays were performed with 15-20 μg of UGT-T 
overexpressing microsomal protein and 0.5-16 mM of either (R)-NNAL (�) or (S)-NNAL (�) incubated at 37oC 
for 1 h. 
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Gluc formation (Table 3.1). While UGT1A9 exhibited marginal specificity for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

formation when incubated with rac-NNAL (Figure 2A), UGT1A9 indicated a marginally faster 

rate of NNAL-O-Gluc formation with pure (S)-NNAL as substrate (Figure 3.3A), a pattern 

consistent with its marginal 1.5-fold lower KM and 1.6-fold higher V
max/KM

 for (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

vs. (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation (Table 3.1).  

Cell microsomes expressing the two enzymes that form NNAL-N-Gluc (UGTs 1A4 and 

2B10) were also incubated with (R)- and (S)-NNAL in separate reactions. UGTs 1A4 and 2B10 

exhibited stereoselectivity, with UGT1A4 exhibiting a faster rate of (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc 

formation and UGT2B10 exhibiting a faster rate of (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc formation (Figure 3B). 

These data are consistent with the 2.3- and 2.4-fold higher V
max/KM

 observed for (S)-NNAL-N-

Gluc and (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc formation for UGTs 1A4 and 2B10, respectively (Table 3.1). 

 

Table 3.1. Michaelis-Menton kinetic values of UGT-expressing microsomes with each NNAL 

enantiomer.a,b 

  NNAL-O-Gluc  NNAL-N-Gluc 

  UGT1A9 UGT1A10 UGT2B7 UGT2B17  UGT1A4 UGT2B10 

(R)-NNAL 

K
M

c
 

11 ± 5.0 >16 >16 1.8 ± 0.40  9.0 ± 4.7 4.3 ± 2.5 

V
max

d
 

13 ± 3.2 ND ND 3.0 ± 0.20  5.5 ± 1.4 6.3 ± 1.5 

 V
max/KM

e
 

0.58 ± 0.49 ND ND 1.7 ± 1.0  0.61 ± 0.30 0.99 ± 0.62 

(S)-NNAL 

K
M

c 7.3 ± 4.5 >16 4.9 ± 2.6 3.4 ± 1.7  15 ± 6.0 4.0 ± 1.4 

V
max

d 16 ± 4.6 ND 4.0 ± 1.1 0.50 ± 0.10  21 ± 5.0 1.6 ± 0.20 

 V
max/KM

e
 

0.94 ± 0.88 ND 1.9 ± 0.54 0.16 ± 0.11  1.4 ± 0.81 0.41 ± 0.057 

a Substrate concentration ranges tested were 0.5-16 mM. 
b All values are expressed as mean ± SD for 3 independent experiments. 
c KM values are in mM concentrations. 
d Vmax are in pmol. min-1. mg total protein. 
e V

max/KM are in min-1.mg total protein-1.nL. 

ND, indicates unsaturated curves where values could not be determined. 
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 The inter-individual level of expression of each UGT with known NNAL activity was 

measured by qPCR in several aerodigestive tract tissues including esophagus, floor of mouth, 

larynx, tongue, and tonsil (Figure 3.4). Previous studies using the same UGT expression kits as 

used in the present study demonstrated minimal differences in expression efficiencies.208 The 

house keeping gene RPLP0 was selected as the experimental endogenous control due to known 

gene stability and high expression levels across tissue types as determined by the manufacturer 

(Applied Biosystems). No expression of any gene, including the housekeeping RPLP0 gene, was 

observed for three specimens (one each of esophagus, larynx, and tongue), and these specimens 

were excluded from the data set. Any UGT gene that amplified with a mean Ct > 35 cycles was 

determined to be below the limit of quantification (BLQ) and were included in the calculations of 

mean relative expression as exhibiting zero gene expression. Each UGT was stratified by relative 

non-zero expression in each tissue tested for both NNAL-O-Gluc (Figure 3.4A) and NNAL-N-

Gluc forming enzymes (Figure 3.4B). UGTs 1A9 and 1A10 exhibited the highest inter-individual 

differences in expression in esophagus and tongue with a 100-fold difference in expression 

between the lowest and highest expressing samples, while floor of mouth and tonsil exhibited the 

least variation in expression between specimens with up to a 10-fold difference in relative 

expression between samples for both sites. UGTs 2B7 and 2B17 exhibited the largest inter-

individual expression differences in larynx and tongue with a 100-fold difference in expression 

between the highest and lowest expressing samples. Similar to UGTs 1A9 and 1A10, UGTs 2B7 

and 2B17 exhibited the lowest inter-individual expression differences in floor of mouth and tonsil. 
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 The most highly expressed NNAL-O-glucuronidating UGT in upper aerodigestive tract 

tissues was UGT1A10 (Table 3.2). UGT1A10 exhibited mean values between 1.6- and 6.6-fold 

higher than mean values of expression in esophagus, 1.3 and 8.6-fold higher than floor of mouth, 

2.5- and 4.4-fold higher than larynx, 1.2- and 4-fold higher than tongue, and 1.3- and 3-fold higher 

than tonsil, as compared to the other O-glucuronidating UGTs. UGT1A9 was the second most 

highly expressed O-glucuronidating UGT, followed by UGT2B7 and UGT2B17, in all tissues 

examined.  For the NNAL-N-glucuronidating UGTs, 1A4 and 2B10 exhibited similar levels of 

expression in all aerodigestive tract tissues examined except floor of mouth, where UGT1A4 

Figure 3.4. Relative expression levels of UGT genes in upper aerodigestive tract tissues. UGT mRNA 
expression levels were calculated in 36 normal tissue specimens: esophagus (n=12), floor of mouth (n=4), larynx 
(n=8), tongue (n=6), and tonsil (n=6). Expression was calculated as arbitrary units relative to the housekeeping 
gene RPLP0 via the ∆Ct method, with each point representing the 2-∆Ct for each UGT in each specimen and 
separated by NNAL-O-Gluc forming UGTs (Panel A) and NNAL-N-Gluc forming UGTs (Panel B). Specimens 
with UGT expression below the limit of quantification (mean Ct > 35 cycles) are not shown (UGT1A10, n=1; 
UGT2B17, n=9; UGT2B17, n=7). The y-axis is relative expression (arbitrary units). 
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Table 3.2. Meana relative UGT expression in human tissue specimens.b 

  NNAL-O-Gluc  NNAL-N-Gluc 

  UGT1A9 UGT1A10 UGT2B7 UGT2B17  UGT1A4 UGT2B10 

Esophagus 

Mean 1.16E-02 1.87E-02 4.81E-03 2.91E-03  7.64E-03 9.00E-03 

SE 6.45E-03 8.75E-03 1.52E-03 1.58E-03  2.75E-03 5.53E-03 

% Total 30.5% 49.2% 12.7% 7.7%  45.9% 54.1% 

# BLQ 0 of 12 0 of 12 3 of 12 2 of 12  0 of 12 0 of 12 

Floor of 
Mouth 

Mean 9.18E-03 1.16E-02 3.06E-03 1.43E-03  1.10E-02 4.67E-03 

SE 3.63E-03 3.35E-03 1.78E-03 7.57E-04  3.41E-03 2.20E-03 

% Total 36.3% 46.0% 12.1% 5.7%  70.3% 29.7% 

# BLQ 0 of 4 0 of 4 2 of 4 1 of 4  0 of 4 0 of 4 

Larynx 

Mean 2.12E-02 5.26E-02 1.65E-02 1.62E-02  1.51E-02 1.18E-02 

SE 1.07E-02 1.74E-02 1.25E-02 1.36E-02  5.72E-03 8.66E-03 

% Total 19.9% 49.4% 15.5% 15.2%  56.3% 43.7% 

# BLQ 0 of 8 0 of 8 2 of 8 2 of 8  0 of 8 0 of 8 

Tongue 

Mean 1.68E-02 2.18E-02 1.24E-02 5.02E-03  1.86E-02 1.15E-02 

SE 1.14E-02 1.48E-02 7.46E-03 3.04E-03  1.35E-02 7.01E-03 

% Total 30.0% 38.9% 22.1% 9.0%  61.7% 38.3% 

# BLQ 0 of 6 1 of 6 1 of 6 0 of 6  1 of 6 1 of 6 

Tonsil 

Mean 4.35E-03 5.40E-03 3.47E-03 1.68E-03  4.30E-03 3.19E-03 

SE 1.12E-03 1.29E-03 9.61E-04 6.90E-04  9.48E-04 7.83E-04 

% Total 29.2% 36.2% 23.3% 11.3%  57.4% 42.6% 

# BLQ 0 of 6 0 of 6 1 of 6 1 of 6  0 of 6 0 of 6 

a Mean relative expression (arbitrary units) was calculated to include UGTs with no expression. 
b The % total for the expression of each UGT was calculated separately for NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc 
enzymes. 
BLQ, below limit of quantification (mean Ct > 35 cycles). 
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exhibited 2.3-fold higher levels of expression as compared to UGT2B10 (Table 3.2). In addition, 

the expression of UGTs 1A4 and 2B10 was either similar to or less than UGT1A10 in all tissues 

examined. 

 

Discussion 

Glucuronidation is the primary detoxification pathway for TSNAs. Previous studies into 

the stereo-specificity of NNAL glucuronidation focused primarily on hepatic UGTs and systemic 

NNAL clearance.3, 299 The present study focuses on understanding the stereo-specific 

glucuronidation of NNAL in aerodigestive tract tissues, which are targets for tobacco-induced 

cancer.17 One of the major findings from the present study is that all of the aerodigestive tract 

tissues tested exhibited a strong preference for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation. S9 fractions from 

tissues within the oral cavity (floor of mouth, tongue, tonsil) and airways (larynx) exhibited low 

levels of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation capacity (<5%). This pattern is similar to that observed 

previously in human lung microsomes.145 While HIM and the S9 fraction from esophagus 

exhibited higher ratios of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc:(R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation capacity than other 

aerodigestive tract tissues, the levels of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation were still less than 10% of 

the total NNAL-O-Gluc in both cases. This preference for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation contrasts 

with that observed in HLM where (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation is preferentially formed.  

Data from the present study suggest that the differences in stereo-selectivity for (R)-

NNAL-O-Gluc formation [over (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation] in aerodigestive tract tissues vs 

liver may be due to differences in the expression of the UGTs expressed within these tissues. Each 

of the four enzymes that mediate the formation of NNAL-O-Gluc exhibit a distinctive stereo-
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selective glucuronide formation profile when incubated with rac-NNAL. The pattern of stereo-

selectivity observed for each enzyme upon incubation with rac-NNAL was also observed at each 

concentration tested for the separate NNAL enantiomers. As observed in previous studies, 

UGT1A9 exhibited the least stereo-specificity for NNAL enantiomers.299 UGTs 1A10 and 2B17 

each exhibited a strong preference for (R)-NNAL, with UGT2B7 being the only UGT to exhibit a 

preference for (S)-NNAL.3, 299 The kinetic parameters for each UGT isoform were similar to 

previously published values for (R)- and (S)-NNAL,299 except for UGTs 1A10 and 1A4, which did 

not have previously reported values. UGT1A10 exhibited a much higher rate of formation for (R)-

NNAL-O-Gluc at every concentration tested, but did not yield kinetic values within the Michaelis-

Menten kinetic equation at the substrate levels tested.  

Limitations of the present study include the use of mRNA quantification, rather than direct 

measurement of protein levels. To the best of our knowledge, protein detection methods for each 

UGT sensitive enough for the tissue specimens within this study have not yet been developed. 

Additional limitations include small sample sizes for each tissue type that doesn’t allow for age, 

sex, or race comparisons. However, future studies could include larger samples sizes to further 

explore the impact of UGT1A10 and UGT2B17 gene polymorphisms on the rate of detoxification 

in aerodigestive tract tissues. This study is the first to develop a direct separation method for the 

detection of (R)- and (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc. UGT2B10 and UGT1A4 exhibit activity with rac-NNAL 

similar to the stereo-preferences exhibited by the enantio-specific kinetic assays with preferences 

for (R)- and (S)-NNAL respectively. The separation method resulted in some overlap between the 

minor peak of (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc and the major peak of (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc, which limits the 

ability of this method to quantify the levels of each N-Gluc diastereomer. A qualitative assessment 

indicated that the pattern of (R)- and (S)-NNAL-N-Gluc formation from assays with rac-NNAL 
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match the differences observed in the kinetic analysis performed for UGT2B10 and UGT1A4 with 

each NNAL enantiomer separately, where UGT2B10 exhibits a preference for (R)-NNAL and 

UGT1A4 exhibits a preference for (S)-NNAL. Previous in vivo studies have indicated that 

UGT2B10 is responsible for >90% of NNAL-N-Gluc formation.3 These data indicate that the 

NNAL-N-Gluc identified in vivo may primarily be the (R)-NNAL-N-Gluc form. Interestingly, 

none of the aerodigestive tract tissues tested in the present study exhibited detectable levels of 

NNAL-N-Gluc when incubated with rac-NNAL. Since UGT2B10 and UGT1A4 expression was 

observed in each of these tissue types, the lack of NNAL-N-Gluc formation in upper aerodigestive 

tract tissues may be due to limitations in assay sensitivity. Alternatively, the Vmax values described 

for the UGT-expressing microsomes in this study are per mg of total protein, not per UGT protein. 

Therefore, they are not a reflection of actual Vmax differences between individual enzymes and are 

useful only when comparing kinetic values of the same UGT for different substrates. It is possible, 

therefore, that UGTs 2B10 and 1A4 exhibit significantly lower actual Vmax values as compared to 

the NNAL-O-glucuronidating UGTs (including UGT1A0 and UGT2B17), resulting in limited 

upper areodigestive tract tissue NNAL-N-Gluc formation capacity even though both UGTs 2B10 

and 1A4 are expressed in these tissues.   

UGT1A10 has often been overlooked for contribution to NNAL metabolism because it is 

the only extra-hepatic enzyme with NNAL glucuronidation activity.197 The data from the present 

study show that UGT1A10 was the most highly expressed NNAL-glucuronidating UGT in tissues 

of the upper aerodigestive tract. UGT1A10 comprised nearly half of the total NNAL-O-Gluc 

forming UGT genes in esophagus, floor of mouth, and larynx, and nearly 40% of the total in tongue 

and tonsil. The high stereo-specificity exhibited by UGT1A10 for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation 

is consistent with the similar stereo-specificity exhibited for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation in 
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aerodigestive tract tissues. The other UGT with high stereo-specificity for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

formation, UGT2B17, is expressed at 3.2- to 8.6-fold lower levels than UGT1A10 in the 

aerodigestive tract tissues examined. While the KM was higher for UGT1A10 than UGT2B17 for 

(R)-NNAL, an assessment of differences in Vmax between enzymes could not be examined due to 

reaction rates being calculated per mg of total microsomal protein for each UGT-expressing cell 

line. 

The low levels of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation [relative to (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation] 

in upper aerodigestive tract tissues is consistent with the low levels of UGT2B7 expression in these 

tissues.  UGT2B7 is the only enzyme that exhibits high stereo-specific activity for (S)-NNAL, and 

although NNAL glucuronidation has not been observed in assays with lung tissue, (R)-NNAL 

glucuronidation may also form at a higher rate [relative to (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc] in lung as 

UGT2B17 has been shown to be higher expressed that UGT2B7 in lung tissue.208 It is interesting 

that UGT1A9 exhibits relatively high levels of expression in upper aerodigestive tract tissues. 

However, it exhibits a relatively high KM against both NNAL enantiomers, and its Vmax against 

both NNAL enantiomers could not be compared with the other UGT enzymes. The fact that 

relatively low levels of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation was observed in upper aerodigestive tract 

tissues suggests a limited role for both UGTs 1A9 and 2B7 in the glucuronidation of NNAL in 

these tissues. 

The data presented in this study suggests that UGT1A10 may be an important enzyme in 

the detoxification of NNAL, and therefore NNK, in upper aerodigestive tract tissues. In addition 

to detoxifying NNAL, UGT1A10 exhibits glucuronidating activity against the carcinogenic 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons found in tobacco smoke.285, 301 Additionally, UGT1A10 

polymorphisms have been identified as independent risk factors for upper areodigestive tract 
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cancer in smokers.302 Therefore, UGT1A10 may be an important enzyme in the detoxification of 

tobacco carcinogens in upper aerodigestive tract tissues. 
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Abstract 

 Menthol, which creates mint flavor and scent, is often added to tobacco in both menthol 

and non-menthol cigarettes. 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), a potent 

tobacco carcinogen, is extensively metabolized to equally carcinogenic chiral 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol [(R)- or (S)-NNAL]. NNAL is detoxified by several 

UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) enzymes with glucuronidation occurring on either NNAL’s 

pyridine ring nitrogen (NNAL-N-Gluc) or the chiral alcohol [(R)- or (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc]. 

Evidence suggests that menthol may decrease NNAL detoxification, yet the underlying 

mechanism of menthol interaction within this pathway remains unclear. To identify the UGTs 

involved in menthol metabolism and inhibition of NNAL glucuronidation in vitro menthol 
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glucuronidation assays and menthol inhibition of NNAL-Gluc formation assays were performed. 

Additionally, NNAL and menthol glucuronides (MG) were measured in the urine of smokers 

(n=100) from the Southern Community Cohort Study. UGTs 1A9, 1A10, 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, 2B4, 

2B7 and 2B17 exhibited glucuronidating activity against both L- and D-menthol. In human liver 

microsomes, both L- and D-menthol inhibited the formation of each NNAL-Gluc, with a 

stereospecific difference observed between the formation of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc and (S)-NNAL-

O-Gluc in the presence of D-menthol but not L-menthol. Urinary MG was detected in menthol and 

non-menthol smokers with D-MG only contributing 1.3% to total MG levels. Levels of urinary 

NNAL-N-Gluc significantly (p<0.05) decreased among subjects with high levels of total urinary 

MG, indicating that the presence of menthol could lead to NNAL being retained in the body longer, 

which could increase the opportunity for NNAL to damage DNA and lead to the development of 

tobacco-related cancers. 
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Introduction 

Tobacco use is considered by the World Health Organization to be the leading cause of 

preventable premature death in adults worldwide.303 Tobacco specific nitrosamines (TSNAs) 

including (methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) are among the most potent 

carcinogens found in both tobacco smoke and smokeless tobacco. NNK is rapidly metabolized in 

smokers by carbonyl reduction to both the (R)- and (S)- enantiomers of the equally potent 

carcinogen, 4-(methylnitrosamino-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL).297 NNK metabolism occurs 

rapidly enough that NNK levels have not been detected in the urine of smokers, and is therefore 

measured by levels of NNAL and NNAL metabolites.304 The glucuronidation of NNAL by the 

UDP glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) family of enzymes is considered to be an important 

mechanism for NNK detoxification,162 forming an O-glucuronide (O-Gluc) on the alcohol within 

the NNAL side chain or an N-glucuronide (N-Gluc) on the nitrogen of the NNAL pyridine ring. 

UGTs 1A9, 1A10, 2B7, and 2B17 have been shown to form NNAL-O-Gluc.153, 250-252, 254, 300 UGTs 

2B7 and 2B17 exhibiting high levels of stereospecific formation of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc and (R)-

NNAL-O-Gluc, respectively.299 While both UGTs 2B10 and 1A4 were shown to form NNAL-N-

Gluc in vitro,250, 255, 256, 299 UGT2B10 was responsible for >90% of NNAL-N-Gluc formation in 

human liver microsomes (HLM) and in the urine of smokers. 3, 257, 262 

Menthol is a flavor additive in many brands and types of tobacco products. It is listed by 

the FDA as ‘generally regarded as safe’ (GRAS) but is regulated as a drug when it is the active 

ingredient in a medication and subsequently has required dosage labeling in these situations. 

However, when used as a flavor additive in tobacco products, there are no labeling requirements 

for the amount of menthol added.40 While a cohort study reported an increased risk of developing 
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lung cancer for male menthol smokers when compared to non-menthol smokers,305 other 

epidemiologic investigation have not found similar trends.306-313 Indeed, epidemiology data from 

the entire Southern Community Cohort Study, from which the urine samples in the present analysis 

were drawn, show a significantly lower lung cancer risk, by about 30%, among menthol than non-

menthol smokers for both black and white racial groups,311, 313 and two meta analyses likewise 

show lower rather than higher risks of lung cancer among menthol compared to non-menthol 

smokers.314, 315 However, with the presence of menthol in many edible and topical products in the 

U.S., the presence of either L- or D-menthol metabolites in the urine of smokers could be from 

menthol sources other than tobacco. Previously, urinary menthol was not found to be associated 

directly with levels of dietary menthol,316 and potentially could arise from a complex mix of 

exposures from edible, topical, and tobacco products in both menthol and non-menthol smokers. 

Since the underlying mechanism to determine menthol’s impact for health risk in smokers is 

currently unknown, an understanding of the molecular basis of menthol clearance and the 

mechanism of inhibition within the clearance pathway of tobacco carcinogens may aid in 

understanding the health disparities for the racial groups with the highest rate of menthol cigarette 

use. 

Menthol is a chiral aliphatic alcohol, existing as either the D- or L-menthol and the racemic 

mixture referred to as DL-menthol. The only naturally occurring enantiomer, the one found in and 

isolated from a variety of mint plant species, is L-menthol. The other enantiomer, D-menthol, is a 

product of the Haarmann & Reimer industrial synthesis process which yields a DL-menthol 

mixture.270 It has been long known that D-menthol doesn’t produce the same smell and taste profile 

normally associated with naturally occurring menthol and that its analgesic properties are greatly 

reduced when compared to L-menthol.271-273 When menthol is the active ingredient in over-the-
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counter pharmaceuticals, such as lozenges, only the L-menthol enantiomer tends to be present,317 

however, the same may not be true for tobacco products. Studies have examined the total menthol 

content in both menthol and non-menthol cigarettes, which can range from 1.0-0.3% wt/wt 274 in 

menthol cigarettes and up to 0.03% wt/wt menthol in non-menthol cigarettes.275 While DL-

menthol has previously been identified as an inhibitor of both NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc 

production in HLM,276 no studies have been performed to determine which UGT enzymes are 

being inhibited or which menthol enantiomer is driving the inhibition. 

The racial groups in the U.S. with the highest rate of menthol smokers, African Americans 

305 and Native Hawaiians,40 also have the highest rate of tobacco-related cancers among smokers.58-

60, 318, 319 It has been shown that while African Americans smoke fewer cigarettes per day than 

smokers in other racial groups,320-322 they may be exposed to more toxins per cigarette,323, 324 

Native Hawaiians have a higher rate of tobacco-related DNA damage when compared to Caucasian 

and Japanese Americans.325 Genetic differences in the tobacco addiction pathway do not seem to 

account for the differences in cancer risk observed between these populations.58 

The underlying mechanism or interaction of menthol within the tobacco carcinogen 

pathway has yet to be fully elucidated. L-menthol exhibits inhibition of CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 

carcinogen activation and nicotine metabolism,326 but CYPs do not directly metabolize menthol. 

It is known that menthol is rapidly cleared from the body as a menthol glucuronide (MG),277, 278 

the same clearance pathway as the TSNAs. Yet, no previous research has described the complete 

clearance pathway of menthol enantiomers. The goal of the present study was to identify the 

enzymes responsible for the metabolism of both L- and D-menthol to their respective glucuronides, 
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as both could possibly be found in tobacco products,40 and to investigate the potential impact of 

each menthol enantiomer on NNAL glucuronide formation in vivo. 

 

Methods 

Chemicals and materials. rac-NNAL (M325740), NNAL-N-Gluc (M325745), NNAL-O-

Gluc (M325720), NNAL-13C6 (M325741), L-MG (M218880), L-MG-d4 (M218882) NNAL-N-

Gluc-d3 (M325747), and NNAL-O-Gluc-d5 (M325722) were purchased from Toronto Research 

Chemicals (Toronto, ON, Canada). L- and D-menthol (W266523, 224464), UDP glucuronic acid 

(UDPGA), alamethicin, methanol (MeOH) and acetonitrile (ACN) were purchased from Sigma 

(St Louis, MO). Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS), geneticin and 

penicillin-streptomycin were purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA). The Pierce BCA 

protein assay kit, ammonium acetate and formic acid were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair 

Lawn, NJ). 

 

Subjects and biospecimens. Urine and subject demographics were obtained from 100 self-

identified current smokers upon recruitment into the Southern Community Cohort Study (SCCS), 

a prospective cohort of over 84,000 participants recruited between 2002 and 2009.327 One-time 

spot urine samples (~60 mL) were collected from SCCS participants at community health centers 

beginning in 2004. Samples were refrigerated on-site and shipped overnight to Vanderbilt Medical 

Center where urine was mixed with a small amount of ascorbic acid and stored at -80°C. 

Urine specimens (150 μL each) were randomly chosen from 50 menthol smokers and 50 

non-menthol smokers, were received at Washington State University College of Pharmacy and 
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Pharmaceutical Sciences for analysis by overnight shipment, and subsequently stored at -80°C. 

Smoking preference for menthol cigarettes was self-identified at the time of urine sample 

collection. Subjects were 34% white, 60% black, 1% Hispanic, and 5% mixed race, and comprised 

56% women. 

Pooled (n=200) HLM and pooled (n=10) human intestinal microsomes (HIM) were 

purchased from Xenotech (Lenexa, KS). 

 

Cell lines and microsomal preparation. HEK293 cells expressing each of the 18 human 

UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A7, 1A8, 1A9, 1A10, 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, 2B4, 2B7, 2B10, 2B11, 

2B15, and 2B17 have been described previously 153, 285, 286. All HEK293 cell lines were grown to 

80% confluence in 30 mL of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum, and maintained in 400 μg/mL of geneticin in a humidified incubator atmosphere of 

5% CO2. For the preparation of cell microsomal fractions, cells were suspended in phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) and subjected to five rounds of freeze/thaw before gentle homogenization. 

The cell homogenate was centrifuged at 9,000 g for 30 min at 4°C and the supernatant was further 

centrifuged at 105,000 g for 60 min at 4°C. The microsomal pellet was re-suspended in PBS and 

stored at -80°C. Total microsomal protein concentrations were determined using the BCA protein 

assay. 

 

L- and D-menthol glucuronidation assay. L- and D-MG formation was determined in 

HLM (10 μg protein), HIM (20 μg protein), and UGT-expressing cell microsomes (15-20 μg 

protein) after pre-incubation with alamethicin (50 μg/mg protein) for 10 min on ice. Incubations 

(20 μL, final volume) included 50 mM Tris-HCl (initial pH 7.4), 10 mM MgCl2, 4 mM UDPGA, 
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2% BSA, and either D- or L-menthol. Screening assays used 1.0 mM D- or L-menthol as substrate 

while kinetic analysis used a range of 0.02-2.5 mM D- or L-menthol. Reactions were carried out 

at 37°C for 30 min and terminated by the addition of an equal volume of methanol on ice and 

spiked with 2 μL of L-MG-d4 (1 ppm). The precipitate was removed by centrifugation at 16,000 g 

for 10 min at 4°C and the supernatant was analyzed by liquid chromatography mass spectroscopy 

(LC-MS) as described below. Each analysis was performed in triplicate.  

 

NNAL-Gluc inhibition assay. L- and D-menthol inhibition of NNAL-Gluc formation in 

HLM and UGT-expressing cell microsomes was performed as described above using rac-NNAL 

(1 mM) as substrate and each menthol enantiomer (1.0-2,500 μM) as inhibitor. Reactions were 

performed at 37°C for 60 min, terminated by the addition of an equal volume of methanol on ice, 

and spiked with 2 μL of NNAL-Gluc internal standard mix (NNAL-N-Gluc-d3 and rac-NNAL-O-

Gluc-d5, 2 ppm). Precipitate was removed by centrifugation at 16,000 g for 10 min at 4°C and the 

supernatant was analyzed by LC-MS as described below. Each analysis was performed in 

triplicate.  

 

LC-MS analysis. For in vitro activity assays with HLM, HIM or HEK293 UGT-

expressing cell microsomes, LC separation of NNAL metabolites was achieved using an Acquity 

H class ultra-performance liquid chromatography [UPLC; Waters, Milford, MA]. NNAL-Gluc 

peaks were analyzed with a HSS T3 1.8 μm column (2.1x100 mm; Acquity, Waters) at 30oC by 

gradient elution at a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min using the following conditions: 0.5 min with 99% 

buffer A (5 mM ammonium acetate with 0.01% formic acid) and 1% buffer B (100% MeOH), 

followed by a linear gradient for 3.0 min to 20% buffer B, and a subsequent linear gradient for 
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1.0 min to 95% buffer B. The column was subsequently washed with a linear gradient to 1% 

buffer B for 1.0 min and re-equilibrated for 1.0 min in 1% buffer B. 

MG peaks were analyzed using the same LC-MS system with the column at 30oC with 

gradient elution at 0.3 mL/min using the following conditions: 0.5 min with 95% buffer A (5 

mM ammonium acetate): 5% buffer B (100% acetonitrile), followed by a linear gradient for 9.5 

min to 25% buffer A, and a subsequent linear gradient for 3 min to 5% buffer A. Equilibrium 

was reestablished in a 1 min linear gradient to 95% buffer A. 

The Waters Xevo TQD tandem mass spectrometer (MS) was equipped with a Zspray 

electrospray ionization interface operated in the positive ion mode for NNAL-Gluc detection, 

with capillary voltage at 0.6 kV. Nitrogen was used as both the cone gas and desolvation gas at 

50 and 800 L/hr, respectively. Ultra-pure argon was used for collision-induced dissociation. The 

desolvation temperature and the ion source temperature were 500°C and 150°C, respectively. For 

the detection of NNAL-Glucs, the mass spectrometer was operated in the multiple reaction 

monitoring mode (MRM) with the following transitions: NNAL-N-Gluc, MS transition of 386.2 

m/z >180.1 m/z with cone voltage and collision energy at 15 and 20 V, respectively; NNAL-O-

Gluc, MS transition of 386.2 m/z >162.1 m/z with the cone voltage and collision energy each at 

15 V.  

MG detection was performed on the same Xevo TQD instrument with the electrospray 

interface operated in the negative ion mode with capillary voltage at 2.0 kV. Nitrogen was used 

as both the cone gas and desolvation gas at 50 and 800 L/h, respectively. Ultra-pure argon was 

used for collision-induced dissociation and the desolvation temperature and the ion source 

temperature were 500 and 150°C, respectively. For the detection of MGs, the mass spectrometer 
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was operated in the MRM mode with a transition of 331.0 m/z >84.9 m/z with cone voltage and 

collision energy at 46 and 24 V, respectively. 

For analysis of urine specimens, 2x 10 µl aliquots of each specimen were spiked with 

either 5 µl of an internal standard mixture that included NNAL-13C6, NNAL-N-Gluc-13C6 and 

NNAL-O-Gluc-13C6 (NNAL-Gluc-13C6 was biosynthesized from NNAL-13C6 using a 

previously published method;3 0.1 ppm each) or 5 μL of L-MG-d4 (3 ppm). After the addition of 

10 µl of 0.5 M ammonium formate, the mixture was vortexed thoroughly. All precipitate was 

removed by centrifugation at 16,000 g for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatant was transferred into 

350 µl conical glass sample vials for LC-MS analysis. MGs were detected and quantified using 

the same LC-MS methods described above for in vitro assays. NNAL and its metabolites were 

detected and quantified with minor changes from a previously described method 3 using an 

Acquity UPLC, with an HSS T3 (100 X 2.1 mm, 1.8 µm) UPLC column and a Xevo G2-S Qtof 

MS. The LC method was performed using a 5 µl sample injection volume, a 25°C column 

temperature and a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min using the following conditions: a 1 min linear 

gradient of 100% buffer A (5 mM ammonium formate: 0.01% formic acid) to 99% buffer A: 1% 

buffer B (100% acetonitrile), a subsequent isocratic gradient of 1% buffer B for 9 min, followed 

by a linear gradient for 8 min to 97% buffer A: 3% buffer B. After an 8 additional minutes at 

97% buffer A: 3% buffer B, columns were then cleaned with 95% buffer B and re-equilibrated to 

initial conditions before the next sample injection. 

The Waters Xevo G2-S Qtof MS was operated in positive electrospray ionization MS/MS 

sensitive mode, with capillary voltage at 0.6 kV. Nitrogen was used for both cone and 

desolvation gases at 50 L/h and 800 L/h, respectively. Ultra-pure argon was used as the collision 

gas with a flow rate of 0.1 L/h for collision-induced dissociation. The source temperature was 
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120ºC, desolvation gas temperature was 500ºC. The dwell time for each ion was 0.1 sec. The 

cone voltage was 15, 25 and 15 V and the collision energies were 10, 20 and 15 volts for NNAL, 

NNAL-N-Gluc and NNAL-O-Gluc, respectively. The MS transition traces for quantification for 

NNAL-N-Gluc, NNAL-O-Gluc, NNAL and respective internal standards (IS) are 386.2>180.124 

(IS: 392.2>186.144), 386.2>162.115 (IS: 392.2>168.135) and 210.1>180.124 (IS: 216.2 

>186.144), respectively. 

The MS transitions and LC retention times for each molecule were compared to 

purchased NNAL-O-Gluc, NNAL-N-Gluc, and MG standards. NNAL-O-Gluc, NNAL-N-Gluc, 

and MG formation were quantified by dividing their peak areas by the peak areas for each 

respective heavy isotope internal standard, and then quantified against a standard curve made 

from purchased NNAL-O-Gluc, NNAL-N-gluc or MG of known quantity. NNAL and NNAL-

glucs were measured simultaneously, L- and D-MG were measured simultaneously in vivo with 

the methods listed above. 

 

Statistical analysis. Kinetic and inhibition constants, non-parametric ANOVA (Kruskal-

Wallis) with Dunn’s post-test, Student’s t-test, and Spearman correlations were determined using 

Prism version 7.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). 

 

Results 

In order to develop a separation and detection method for L- and D-MG peaks, racemic 

DL-menthol was incubated with HLM. As shown in Figure 4.1, efficient separation of D- and L-

MG peaks was observed using the LC-MS method described in this study. This method produced 
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two distinct peaks: L-MG with a retention time of 

approximately 5.76 min and D-MG with a retention 

time of approximately 5.85 min (panel A). The L-

MG peak was confirmed by comparison to 

commercial L-MG-d4 internal standard (retention 

time = 5.75 min; panel B). While pure deuterated 

D-MG was not available as an internal standard, the 

second peak exhibited a different retention time 

with the same mass transition, suggesting that this 

peak corresponds to D-MG. The coefficient of 

variation for the detection of L-MG and/or D-MG 

from assays with DL-menthol, L-menthol, and D-menthol were 12%, 9%, and 15% respectively.  

To determine which UGTs form the glucuronide for either L- or D-menthol, 18 human 

UGTs were screened for glucuronidation activity using UGT-expressing cell microsomes. UGTs 

1A9, 1A10, 2A1, 2A2, 2A3, 2B4, 2B7 and 2B17 exhibited detectable levels of glucuronidation 

activity for both menthol enantiomers. While UGT1A7 exhibited detectable glucuronidating 

activity for L-menthol, no detectable activity was observed for D-menthol for this enzyme. UGTs 

1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A8, 2B10, 2B11 and 2B15 all exhibited no detectable activity for 

either menthol enantiomer. UGT2B7 exhibited the lowest apparent KM (0.35 µM) for L-menthol, 

followed by UGT2B17 < UGT2A1 ~ UGT1A9 < UGT1A0 (Table 4.1). A similar pattern was 

observed for D-menthol, with UGTs 2B7 and 2A1 exhibiting the lowest apparent KM’s (0.33 and 

0.37 µM, respectively), followed by UGT2B17 ~ UGT1A9 < UGT1A10. The apparent KM’s 

observed by kinetic analysis for active UGT-expressing cell microsomes ranged from 0.35 – 4.1 

Figure 4.1. Separation and detection of L- and 

D-MG. Racemic DL-menthol was incubated with 
human liver microsomes to form both L- and D-
menthol glucuronide (A), with D4-L-menthol 
glucuronide (B) spiked into the assay after 
incubation, prior to quenching the reaction. Peaks 
were detected by LCMS with baseline separation 
between the product peaks. 
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mM for L-menthol and 0.22 – 1.9 mM for D-menthol, and were comparable to that observed for 

HLM (0.89 and 0.54 mM for L- and D-menthol, respectively) and HIM (1.7 and 0.99 mM for L- 

and D-menthol, respectively; Table 4.1). Kinetic parameters could not be obtained for UGTs 1A7, 

2A2, 2A3, and 2B4 due to relatively low overall activity. With the exception of UGT2B7, all of 

the UGTs as well as HLM, and HIM exhibited higher turnover rates (Vmax/KM) for D-menthol than 

L-menthol (Table 4.1) suggesting that active UGTs have a higher clearance for D-menthol as a 

substrate. There was a 1,220- and 2,315-fold higher Vmax/KM observed for HLM than HIM for D- 

and L-menthol, respectively.  

 

 Table 4.1. Kinetics for L- and D-menthol with UGT-expressing HEK293 cell lines.a,b 

 L-menthol D-menthol 

Enzyme KM
c Vmax

d Vmax/KM
e KM

c Vmax
d Vmax/KM

e 

       

UGT1A9 2.1 ± 2.0 3.1 ± 2.2 1.7 0.80 ± 0.43 8.6 ± 2.3 12 

UGT1A10 4.1 ± 0.9 16 ± 3.3 3.9 1.9 ± 1.2 16 ± 7.0 8.9 

UGT2A1 1.8 ± 0.9 28 ± 7.2 16 0.37 ± 0.12 42 ± 3.6 120 

UGT2B7 0.35 ± 0.03 54 ± 6.2 155 0.33 ± 0.12 48 ± 7.5 154 

UGT2B17 0.70 ± 0.24 4.0 ± 1.3 5.9 0.76 ± 0.09 10 ± 1.7 14 

HLM 0.89 ± 0.13 4167 ± 326 4802 0.54 ± 0.22 2805 ± 293 5721 

HIM 1.7 ± 1.1 1.8 ± 0.90 1.1 0.99 ± 0.18 2.3 ± 0.25 2.3 
a Data are expressed as the mean ± SD of three independent experiments. 
b Seventeen human UGTs were screened for L- and D-menthol activity. UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1A6, 1A8, 
2B10 and 2B11 exhibited no activity when incubated with either L- or D-menthol. While UGTs 2A2, 2A3, and 
2B4 exhibited glucuronidation activity against menthol enantiomers, it was too low to determine enzyme kinetics 
for both L- and D-menthol; UGT1A7 exhibited no detectible activity for D-menthol and its L-menthol 
glucuronidation activity was too low to determine enzyme kinetics.  
c Units are expressed as mM 

d Units are expressed as pmol.mg total microsomal protein-1.min-1 

e Units are expressed as nL. mg total microsomal protein-1.min-1 
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To determine the potential impact of menthol on NNAL glucuronidation, assays were 

performed with HLM as well as each UGT overexpressing cell line, 1 mM rac-NNAL, and each 

menthol enantiomer ranging in concentration from 1.0-2,500 μM, with individual NNAL  

glucuronides detected by LC-MS as described previously.299 Both L- and D-menthol showed some 

level of inhibition for the formation of each NNAL glucuronide product in HLM, with the strongest 

inhibition exhibited for NNAL-N-Gluc formation (IC50 values of 100 μM and 50 μM, respectively; 

Table 4.2). The IC50 values were 6.6- and 13.8-fold higher for (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc vs. NNAL-N- 

Table 4.2. L- and D-menthol inhibition constants (IC50) for HLM and UGT-expressing 

cell microsomes for NNAL glucuronide formation.a 

 

  
NNAL-N-Gluc 

(μM) 
(R)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

(μM) 
(S)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

(μM) 

L-menthol 

HLM 100 750 660 

UGT1A9 NA 632 689 

UGT1A10 NA 2309 >2500 

UGT2B7 NA NA 163 

UGT2B10 236 NA NA 

UGT2B17 NA 927 NA 

D-menthol 

HLM 50 1,265 690 

UGT1A9 NA 1480 1215 

UGT1A10 NA 1419 >2500 

UGT2B7 NA NA 343 

UGT2B10 202 NA NA 

UGT2B17 NA 995 NA 

a Data are expressed as the mean of three independent experiments. 
NA, not applicable reaction not expected to produce the product. 
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Gluc formation, and 7.5- and 25.4-fold higher for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc vs. NNAL-N-Gluc 

formation, for L- and D-menthol, respectively, in HLM. While the IC50 value was 2-fold higher  

for L- vs. D-menthol for NNAL-N-Gluc formation, D-menthol exhibited a 1.7-fold higher IC50  

value as compared to L-menthol for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation; no difference was observed 

between L- and D-menthol for the formation of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc (IC50 values = 660 and 690 

µM, respectively).  

  The formation of NNAL-N-Gluc by 

UGT2B10 was similarly inhibited by both L- 

and D-menthol (IC50 values = 236 and 202 

µM, respectively); consistent with that 

observed in previous studies,276 no NNAL-N-

Gluc formation was detected for cell 

microsomes expressing UGTs 1A9, 1A10, 

2B7 and 2B17 (with or without the addition 

of D- or L-menthol). The highest levels of 

inhibition of NNAL-O-Gluc formation by 

menthol enantiomers was observed for 

UGT2B7 for (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc (IC50 values 

= 163 and 343 µM for L- and D-menthol, 

respectively). Less inhibition was observed 

for menthol enantiomers of UGT1A9- and 

Table 4.3. Study subject demographics. 

Subject Demographics 

Menthol smokers 50% 

Age, mean 49 y 

Age, range 40 – 66 y 

Sex 56% female 

Race/ethnicity 34% white 

 60% black 

 1% Hispanic 

 5% mixed race 

Cig per day, mean 15 

Cig per day, range 3 – 40 

Pack years, mean 25 

Pack years, range 1 – 98 
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UGT2B17-induced NNAL-O-Gluc formation; neither menthol enantiomer exhibited strong 

inhibition of the extra-hepatic UGT1A10. 

The formation of NNAL-N-Gluc by UGT2B10 was similarly inhibited by both L- and D-

menthol (IC50 values = 236 and 202 µM, respectively); consistent with that observed in previous 

studies,276 no NNAL-N-Gluc formation was detected for cell microsomes expressing UGTs 1A9, 

1A10, 2B7 and 2B17 (with or without the addition of D- or L-menthol). The highest levels of 

inhibition of NNAL-O-Gluc formation by menthol enantiomers was observed for UGT2B7 for 

(S)-NNAL-O-Gluc (IC50 values = 163 and 343 µM for L- and D-menthol, respectively). Less 

inhibition was observed for menthol enantiomers of UGT1A9- and UGT2B17-induced NNAL-O-

Gluc formation; neither menthol enantiomer exhibited strong inhibition of the extra-hepatic 

UGT1A10. 

To examine the potential effect of menthol inhibition on NNAL-Gluc formation in vivo, a 

panel of 100 urine specimens were examined from smokers recruited into the Southern Community 

Cohort Study. As shown in Table 4.3, 50% of the subjects indicated that they were smokers of 

mentholated cigarettes with subjects smoking an average of 15 cigarettes/day.  

Each specimen was analyzed for levels of D-MG, L-MG, (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc, (S)-NNAL-

O-Gluc, NNAL-N-Gluc, and free NNAL. NNAL metabolites were detectable in all of the urine 

specimens analyzed, with one specimen falling below the limit of quantification for (R)-NNAL-

O-Gluc. L-MG was the most prevalent menthol metabolite in these urine specimens (Figure 4.2, 

panel A). Urinary L-MG and D-MG were detected in 97 and 44 of the subjects, respectively, with 

L-MG detectable in 50 menthol smokers and 47 non-menthol smokers and D-MG detectable in 18 

menthol smokers and 26 non-menthol smokers. In only 3 non-menthol smokers was no MG (L- or 

D-) detected. When detectable (n=44), urinary D-MG comprised an average of 2.8% of total MG 
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and comprised an average of 1.3% 

among the specimens with detectable 

total MG (n=97); the range in the ratio 

of D-MG:total MG in the 44 

specimens with detectable D-MG was 

0.001-0.197. No significant 

differences in MG levels were 

observed for smokers who self-

reported being menthol vs. non-

menthol smokers (Figure 4.2, panel 

A). In addition, there were no 

significant differences in MG levels 

between white vs. black menthol 

smokers (p=0.25) or white and black 

non-menthol smokers (p=0.51; data 

not shown).  When stratifying subjects 

based on levels of total urinary 

menthol (Figure 4.2, panel B), there 

were more non-menthol smokers vs. menthol smokers in the two lowest groups (0-5 and 6-10 μg 

MG/mg creatinine) but also in the highest group (76+ μg MG/mg creatinine). While levels of MG 

in menthol smokers had a wider distribution, the curve was skewed to the lower MG levels, with 

a small number of subjects exhibiting high MG levels. A large gap in distribution was observed 

with no subjects within the MG levels ranging from 46-70 μg MG/mg creatinine.   

Figure 4.2. Levels of menthol glucuronides stratified by 

menthol and non-menthol cigarette smokers. Levels of L- 
and D-menthol glucuronides were quantified in the urine of 
smokers from menthol (n=50) and non-menthol (n=50) 
cigarette smokers. Menthol glucuronides were analyzed by 
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry and were 
normalized to levels of creatinine. Subjects were stratified by 
menthol vs. non-menthol smoker groups based on cigarette 
brand labelling. Panel A, menthol and non-menthol branded 
smoking groups were analyzed for levels of urinary L- and 
D-menthol glucuronide. Bars represent mean (± SEM). Panel 
B, histogram showing the number of menthol vs. non-
menthol smoking subjects (based on cigarette branding) at 
different total urinary menthol glucuronide levels. Subjects 
(non-menthol, n=3) with menthol glucuronide concentrations 
below the limit of quantification are included in the 0-5 
ug/mg creatinine bar. Bars represent the number of subjects 
in each category. MG, menthol glucuronide. 
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To better assess the potential interaction between menthol and NNAL detoxification, 

NNAL and its glucuronides were measured in all 100 urine specimens (Table 4.4). NNAL 

metabolites were detectable in all of the urine specimens analyzed, with one specimen falling 

below the limit of quantification for (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc. There were no significant differences 

between white and black smokers for (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc (p=0.28), (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc (p=0.51), 

NNAL-N-Gluc (p=0.82), or free NNAL (p=0.77; data not shown), suggesting that race was not a 

factor when assessing the levels of these urinary metabolites.  

 

Table 4.4. Urinary NNAL and NNAL glucuronide levels in menthol and non-menthol 

smokers.a  

 (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc NNAL-N-Gluc free NNAL  

White Smokers  

mean 0.64 ± 0.062 0.18 ± 0.020 0.29 ± 0.026 0.16 ± 0.020  

range 0.074-1.66 0.22-0.47 0.076-0.69 0.050-0.51  

Black Smokers  

mean 0.50 ± 0.11 0.15 ± 0.040 0.26 ± 0.11 0.18 ± 0.070  

range 0.051-8.90 0-3.2 0.017-8.5 0.009-5.6  

All Smokers  

mean 0.56 ± 0.090 0.16 ± 0.033 0.29 ± 0.085 0.19 ± 0.056  

range 0.051-8.90 0-3.2 0.017-8.5 0.009-5.6 

a Mean values are expressed as ng/mg creatinine ± SE 

 

Negative Spearman correlation coefficients were observed for each NNAL-Gluc when 

compared with total MG (data not shown). These values were small and non-significant, likely 

due to the leveling out of NNAL-Glucs with higher levels of MG. Specimens were then stratified 

by tertiles based on levels of total urinary MG (termed ‘low’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘high’) and are 
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shown in Figure 4.3. While the intermediate and high MG levels exhibited similar NNAL-N-Gluc 

levels, significantly lower levels of urinary NNAL-N-Gluc (as a ratio with free NNAL) was 

observed in both the intermediate (p<0.01) and high (p<0.05) urinary MG groups as compared to 

the low urinary MG group (Figure 4.3). No significant difference was observed for (R)-NNAL-O-

Gluc or (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc between different urinary MG groups.     

 

Discussion 

In the present study, the metabolism of menthol was explored by utilizing a panel of 18 

human UGTs screened for MG formation activity. UGTs 1A9, 1A10, 2A1, 2B7, and 2B17 all 

exhibited relatively high glucuronidation activity against both L- and D-menthol, with KM values 

that were similar to those observed in HLM and HIM. The activity observed for UGT2B7 in the 

present study (KM = 0.35 µM) is consistent with that observed previously for UGT2B7 against L-

menthol.328 The fact that UGT1A3 exhibited no activity against menthol enantiomers in the present 

study is also consistent with the lack of activity against menthol shown in previous studies.329 

Figure 4.3. Levels of NNAL glucuronides stratified by levels of urinary menthol glucuronides. Shown are the 
urinary levels of NNAL-N-gluc:free NNAL, (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc:free NNAL, and (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc:free NNAL 
in subjects placed into tertiles of low (n=33), intermediate (n=33), and high (n=34) levels of total urinary MG. Total 
menthol glucuronides (MG), NNAL-N-gluc, (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc, (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc and free NNAL were 
analyzed by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry as described in the Methods. The ratio of each NNAL 
glucuronide to free NNAL was compared with a Kruskal-Wallis (NNAL-N-Gluc, p<0.01) and a Dunn’s posttest 
comparison of the intermediate and high MG groups vs the low MG group. Bars represent mean (± SEM). * p < 
0.05, ** p < 0.01. 
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UGTs 2A1 and 1A10 are extra-hepatic enzymes that are expressed in digestive tract tissues 202, 219, 

285 and are likely contributing to the MG formation observed in HIM. UGTs 1A9, 2B7, and 2B17 

are hepatically-expressed enzymes 202, 208 that could all be playing a role in MG formation in HLM. 

UGTs 2A1 and 2B7 exhibited the highest affinity for D-menthol while UGTs 2B7 and 2B17 

exhibited the highest affinity for L-menthol. While previous studies suggested that UGT1A4 

exhibited glucuronidation activity against menthol enantiomers,329 no detectable activity was 

observed for this enzyme in the current study. This difference in activity may be due to differences 

in assay sensitivity between studies.  

Racemic, DL-menthol was previously shown to inhibit the formation of both NNAL-N-

Gluc and NNAL-O-Gluc formation in HLM.276 NNAL-O-Gluc formation is catalyzed by several 

of the same UGTs (1A9, 1A10, 2B7, and 2B17)299, 300 that are also most active against menthol 

enantiomers. In the current study, the individual L- and D-menthol enantiomers were further 

studied as potential inhibitors of these UGTs as well as UGT2B10, which is known to be the 

primary enzyme involved in NNAL-N-Gluc formation.3, 256, 299 While L- and D-menthol exhibited 

the strongest inhibition potential for formation of NNAL-N-Gluc in HLM, each enantiomer also 

exhibited some level of inhibition for HLM formation of (R)- and (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc. When each 

UGT enzyme was individually assayed for inhibition, both menthol enantiomers exhibited high 

inhibition potential for UGT2B7-mediated formation of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc. These data are similar 

to other studies where menthol and other mercaptoid alcohols have been associated with the 

inhibition of UGT2B7 activity.330 A similarly high inhibition potential was observed for 

UGT2B10-mediated formation of NNAL-N-Gluc. This inhibition of the hepatically-expressed 

UGT2B7 and UGT2B10 is consistent with the inhibition of NNAL-O-Gluc and NNAL-N-Gluc 

observed previously in HLM.276 
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Many studies have examined menthol vs non-menthol smokers in an attempt to determine 

the impact of menthol on tobacco-related diseases, with several studies measuring MG as a 

potential biomarker for identification of menthol or non-menthol cigarettes smokers. For example, 

one study indicated that the levels of urinary menthol (measured as MG) were not correlated with 

the use of menthol vs non-menthol cigarettes, while another study found significantly higher MG 

levels in the blood of menthol vs non-menthol smokers.331 Consistent with these studies, results 

from the present study indicated that the levels of urinary MG were not correlated with subjects 

self-identifying as menthol or non-menthol cigarette smokers. These studies are consistent with 

the hypothesis that menthol branding is not an accurate method of examining the effects of menthol 

on tobacco-induced diseases. 

Therefore, in the present study, the analysis of potential menthol-induced inhibition of 

NNAL-Gluc formation in vivo was performed by stratifying smokers into groups based on 

quantified levels of urinary MG rather than by menthol vs non-menthol cigarette branding type. 

Interestingly, the levels of urinary D-MG were relatively low as compared to the levels of urinary 

L-menthol, comprising, on average, 1.3% of the total menthol exposure for smokers with 

detectable urinary menthol. The group with the lowest urinary MG levels exhibited the highest 

levels of urinary NNAL-N-Gluc, suggesting a potential interaction between menthol and NNAL-

N-Gluc formation, likely mediated by UGT2B10 based on the inhibition of UGT2B10 by menthol 

enantiomers in vitro. These data are consistent with the inhibitory effects observed with DL-

menthol in HLM in previous studies.276 A similar but non-significant trend was observed for (R)-

NNAL-O-Gluc formation, an effect potentially due to menthol inhibition of the (R)-NNAL-O-

Gluc forming enzyme, UGT2B17. The inter-individual variability in (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

formation was high within all of the urinary menthol groups (low vs. intermediate vs. high) 
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examined in this study. A possible confounder was that UGT2B17, which plays an important role 

in (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation,3, 299 has a prevalent copy number variant (minor allele frequency 

= 0.30 in Caucasians)332 that was not examined in this population. To better examine the potential 

inhibitory effects of menthol on (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation, a larger smoking population will 

be required. 

Interestingly, the inhibition of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation was observed for menthol 

enantiomers using UGT2B7-expressed cell microsomes in the current study, yet significant 

decreases in the levels of urinary (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc were not observed in smokers with high 

urinary MG. While this could in part be due to the large variability in (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation 

observed between subjects, it is also likely that, consistent with other studies,3, 299 other UGTs 

involved in (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation that are not as inhibited by menthol, including UGT1A9, 

may be more important in hepatic (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc formation than UGT2B7. 

While at lower levels than in menthol-branded cigarettes, menthol is also present in 

cigarettes classified as ‘non-menthol’.40 Based on the data from the current study, the levels of 

menthol in non-menthol cigarettes may still be at levels which could inhibit NNAL detoxification, 

especially in cases where the levels of menthol in non-menthol cigarettes still far exceed the levels 

of NNK per cigarette. Non-menthol cigarettes can contain up to 0.07 mg menthol per cigarette 333 

while NNK levels are over 10-fold lower.334, 335 Therefore, menthol content in non-menthol 

cigarettes could have been important confounders in previous epidemiologic studies examining 

the role of menthol as a factor in lung cancer risk (comparing ‘menthol’ vs ‘non-menthol’ 

smokers). However, menthol is an additive in many edible and topical products and may have been 

consumed by some of the non-menthol (as well as menthol) cigarette smoking subjects for whom 
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urines were analyzed in this study, potentially affecting the levels of urinary MG detected in these 

subjects. A limitation of the present study was that no information regarding very recent menthol 

consumption or exposure from other sources was collected from recruited subjects at the time of 

urine collection. 

In summary, both menthol and NNAL are metabolized by some of the same UGT enzymes. 

Higher levels of urinary MG were shown to be correlated with decreases in urinary NNAL-N-Gluc 

in smokers, indicating that the presence of menthol could lead to NNAL being retained in the body 

longer, which could increase the opportunity for NNAL to result in increased DNA damage and 

increase the potential of tobacco-related cancers. The data presented in this study suggests that 

additional studies are required to better delineate the relationship between menthol, tobacco 

carcinogen detoxification, and cancer risk. 
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 CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

Summary 

 The studies described in this dissertation add to the growing body of knowledge of the role 

of UGTs in the detoxification of tobacco carcinogens. They include the first study to identify the 

UGT isoforms with a stereo-preference for either (R)- or (S)-NNAL, the first study to determine 

the percent contribution of UGT2B17 to the hepatic formation of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc, the first 

study to examine stereospecific NNAL glucuronidation in head and neck tissues, and the first study 

to identify the impact of menthol on the clearance of tobacco carcinogens regardless of the source 

of menthol. The goal of these studies were to better understand the detoxification pathway for the 

potent tobacco carcinogen, NNK, and to identify genotypes and biomarkers that could eventually 

be used to identify tobacco users at the highest risk for the development of tobacco-related cancers.  

 

Stereospecificity of UGT Enzymes 

 Stereospecific clearance and biological reactivity of endogenous compounds and 

xenobiotics has played an important role in the understanding of biochemical function for decades. 

The century of research into tobacco constituents had, until recently, largely overlooked the 

important role stereo-isomers may play in tobacco carcinogenesis. NNAL, a potent tobacco 

carcinogen, has been shown to exhibit a different carcinogenic potential for each of the 

enantiomers, (R)- and (S)-NNAL in rodents. While it is yet to be determined which of these 

enantiomers is more carcinogenic to humans, these studies have clearly outlined the differences in 
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detoxification for each NNAL enantiomer. As outlined in Chapters 2-3, each of the six UGTs that 

form an NNAL-Gluc have different, and distinct, stereospecific activity for the formation of 

NNAL-Gluc. UGT2B7 was the only enzyme to solely form (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc, while both 

UGT2B17 and UGT1A10 were shown to form primarily (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc. UGT1A9 was the 

only enzyme to exhibit a fairly equal formation of both (R)- and (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc. In addition, 

UGT2B10 and UGT1A4 were shown to exhibit a preference for (R)- and (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

formation, respectively. 

The differences in stereo-preferences for the formation of each NNAL-O-Gluc 

diastereomer were used to narrow down the UGTs likely to play an important role in the 

detoxification of NNAL within head and neck tissues. Tissue specimens from human oral cavity, 

tongue, tonsil, and larynx were shown to only produce detectable levels of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc 

formation. This observed stereoselectivity indicated that the stereospecificity observed should be 

mediated primarily by UGT2B17 and/or UGT1A10. Kinetic parameters for UGT2B17 and 

UGT1A10 with (R)-NNAL as a substrate indicated that UGT2B17 had a greater affinity for the 

substrate, with UGT2B17 exhibiting a far lower KM value than UGT1A10. These data indicated 

that UGT2B17 would be the likely driver of NNAL clearance in any tissue of expression. 

However, UGT1A10 is likely to be the UGT driving NNAL clearance in most H&N tissues due 

to the large difference in tissue expression observed between UGT1A10 and UGT2B17, with 

UGT1A10 comprising close to half of the total UGT expression in each tissue type analyzed and 

UGT2B17 comprising closer to 10% of the total UGTs analyzed. Similar activity studies, with 

rac-NNAL as a substrate, could be used in the future to identify probable expression of certain 

UGTs in different tissue types throughout the entire human body.  
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 Additionally, the identification of stereospecificity in the formation of menthol 

glucuronides was determined. It was interesting to discover that all of the UGTs that formed MG, 

with the exception of UGT2B7, exhibited a preference for the formation of D-MG over L-MG. 

These data are especially interesting in that D-menthol is not a naturally occurring compound. The 

striking differences between the extreme stereo-preference UGT2B7 exhibited for the formation 

of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc while having no preference for the formation of D- vs. L-MG may be 

attributed to the differences the structure of each compound. NNAL has a chiral alcohol on a 

carbon adjacent to the pyridine ring while menthol contains the chiral alcohol on a carbon within 

the ring structure. The lack of a complete crystal structure of a mammalian UGT means that 

determination of the active site amino acids have largely been determined by changing individual 

amino acids within the UGT structure and measuring changes in activity. These types of stereo-

preference differences could be used to determine substrate docking amino acids which could 

further be used in predictive enzyme folding computational analysis to narrow down the predicted 

race-mate activity when designing future drugs. Many drugs now rely on stereo-chemistry to 

manage the bioavailability parameters during the drug design phase. The more we know about 

form specific stereospecificity, the better the drug design predictions become. While the studies in 

this body of work were focused on tobacco constituents, the data has the ability to impact many 

scientific fields.  

 

Detoxification of NNAL 

  The study of carcinogen activation pathways informs us on the mechanism of action that 

leads to the formation of DNA adducts that lead to the development of cancer. The studies within 
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this work focused on the identification of genotypes and tobacco additives that slow down the 

detoxification/clearance of tobacco carcinogens in humans. Studies into clearance rate 

manipulation can identify mechanisms with the potential to increase the concentration of 

carcinogens as well as the length of time the body is exposed to carcinogens. The focus on 

genotypes identified to decrease the clearance of tobacco carcinogens could inform clinical 

practice of smoking cessation by identifying genotypes that could be considered high risk for 

developing a tobacco-related cancer and targeting them for more aggressive smoking cessation 

therapies. A focus on the identification of tobacco additives known to decrease the clearance of 

tobacco carcinogens could identify urinary levels of specific additives that could be used as a 

biomarkers to identify individuals who may be at higher risks for certain types of tobacco-related 

cancers.  

 In Chapter 2, the absence of UGT2B17 was shown to reduce the formation of (R)-NNAL-

O-Gluc by ~80% in human liver microsomes in relation to the formation of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc. 

These data indicate the importance of UGT2B17 within the systemic clearance and detoxification 

of NNAL, and were further verified by an additional project analyzing the urinary metabolites 

Figure 5.1. Effect of UGT2B17 deletion polymorphism on urinary (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc levels in smokers. 
Subjects were stratified by UGT2B17 copy number variant (CNV) genotypes, with the UGT2B17*1 allele 
corresponding to the wild-type single-gene copy number and the UGT2B17*2 allele corresponding to the 
UGT2B17 gene deletion variant. A, UGT2B17 CNV genotypes versus (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc/Creatinine (nmol/mg); 
B, UGT2B17 CNV genotypes versus the ratio of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc/total-NNAL-Gluc; and C, UGT2B17 CNV 
genotypes versus the ratio of (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc/(S)-NNAL-O-Gluc. All values are expressed as the mean ± SEM 
for 180 genotype-informative subjects. Figure from ref 3 
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from groups of smokers with known UGT2B17 genotypes.3 The genotype/phenotype correlation 

study analyzed NNAL metabolites in the urine of smokers with known UGT2B17 and UGT2B10 

genotypes. The UGT2B17 *2/*2 copy number variation, in which a subset of the population does 

not contain a single copy of the UGT2B17 gene, was shown to reduce the (R)-NNAL-O-Gluc by 

~30% in relation to the formation of (S)-NNAL-O-Gluc systemically (Figure 5.1).3 While the data 

from Chapter 3 indicate that UGT1A10 may be driving the tissue-specific detoxification of NNAL 

from head and neck tissues, UGT2B17 is still expressed in all the tissue types analyzed. 

Determination of the percent contribution of UGT2B17 to the detoxification of NNAL in tissues 

with direct tobacco exposure would require much larger sample sizes than those analyzed within 

this body of work. In addition, these data indicate the need for case control studies that look at the 

correlation between UGT2B17 copy number variations and specific types of tobacco-related 

cancers. Additionally, levels of NNAL-N-Gluc and the UGT2B10*2 genotype, known to produce 

a non-functional UGT2B10 enzyme, were analyzed and discovered that in the absence of 

UGT2B10 activity, NNAL-N-Gluc formation is reduced by ~95% (Figure 5.2).3 

Figure 5.2. Effect of the UGT2B10 codon 67 polymorphism on urinary NNAL-N-Gluc levels in smokers. 
Subjects were stratified by UGT2B10 codon 67 Asp>Tyr genotype, with the UGT2B10*1 allele corresponding 
to the wild-type UGT2B1067Asp and the UGT2B10*2 allele corresponding to the UGT2B1067Tyr variant. A, 
UGT2B10 genotypes versus NNAL-N-Gluc/Creatinine (pmol/mg); B, UGT2B10 genotypes versus the ratio of 
NNAL-N-Gluc/total-NNAL-Gluc; and C, UGT2B10 genotypes versus the ratio of NNAL-N-Gluc/(S)-NNAL-O-
Gluc. All values are expressed as the mean ± SEM for 174 genotype-informative subjects. For comparative 
analysis between genotypes, the Students t-test was performed on squared-root transformed data for panel A 

only; non-transformed data were used for panels B and C. Figure from ref 3 
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 While menthol is the most ubiquitous and well known tobacco additive in US tobacco 

products, little has been studied on its impact within the tobacco carcinogen pathway. Chapter 4 

outlined the enzymes involved in the clearance of menthol from the human body and identified 

that both menthol and NNAL are both substrates for 4 UGTs (1A9, 1A10, 2B7, and 2B17). 

Furthermore, the presence of menthol was shown to slow down the formation of both NNAL-N- 

and NNAL-O-Gluc in human liver microsomes. When 100 urine samples from smokers were 

screened for levels of MG as well as NNAL-Glucs, high levels of menthol metabolites were 

associated with significantly lower levels of NNAL-N-Gluc, indicating potent enough inhibition 

of UGT2B10 to detect systemically. These data were analyzed by levels of urinary menthol instead 

of menthol cigarette branding and indicate that, regardless of source, the presence of menthol 

decreases the detoxification of NNAL. This may be an important mechanism by which menthol 

increases cancer risk in certain tobacco smokers. Additional data would be needed to establish this 

causal mechanism by including a larger sample size, and executing a case-control study where 

menthol levels per-cigarette and/or urinary menthol metabolite levels were studied for an 

association with lung cancer incidents.  

 

Tobacco Regulation 

Menthol is discussed in a variety of ways in the tobacco field. First, there is menthol as a 

characterizing flavor; which means menthol is added in high enough levels to produce the smell, 

taste, and cooling sensation associated with menthol. Then there is the menthol added to non-

menthol cigarettes; this includes menthol that is an additive in levels low enough that the specific 

taste and smell cannot be identified. Currently, the FDA is considering a ban on menthol as a 
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characterizing flavor due to the recommendation from the Tobacco Products Scientific Advisory 

Committee report on menthol from 2011. This report recommended a ban on menthol as a 

characterizing flavor based on the fact that a majority of young and first-time smokers enter into 

nicotine addiction through mentholated cigarettes. The studies in Chapter 4 indicate that menthol 

slows down the ability of the human body to remove or detoxify the potent tobacco carcinogen, 

NNAL. In addition, this study shows that menthol likely does this even at the menthol levels 

reported to be in non-menthol cigarettes. Therefore, simply banning the cigarettes the tobacco 

companies label as menthol (“characterizing flavors”) while leaving it as an approved additive in 

other tobacco products will not remove the harm menthol may be causing because this harm occurs 

even at the (relatively) low menthol levels in products that are not identified as containing menthol 

as a characterizing flavor. Canada recently passed a national ban on menthol as an additive to any 

tobacco product. In light of the findings from these studies, the FDA should take a close look at 

the example Canada has set for tobacco regulation and tobacco harm reduction. 

 

Future Directions 

 These works, in true science fashion, have produced more questions than answers. 

It is imperative that work continue in discovering which NNAL enantiomer is the stronger 

carcinogen. This piece of data would provide a vital piece of the tobacco carcinogen detoxification 

puzzle; it would assist in determining the extent of harm menthol adds to tobacco products, since 

we already know which detoxification enzymes menthol inhibits. Both the tissue work and the 

urinary analysis need to be expanded into larger sample sizes to answer several questions: (i) what 

is the % contribution of UGT2B17 to the detoxification of NNAL in tissues susceptible to tobacco-
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related cancers and how does this impact NNAL detoxification within direct tobacco exposure 

tissues, (ii) can menthol inhibition of NNAL-O-Gluc formation be detected within a larger 

population, (iii) which NNAL enantiomer is formed into an NNAL-N-Gluc at a higher rate, and 

finally (iiii) what is the urinary menthol level that causes the rapid decrease in NNAL-N-Gluc 

formation. The development of cut-off points are requirements to identify biomarkers of any kind. 

This is no different when it comes to tobacco constituents. There are published levels of urinary 

nicotine that differentiate between smokers and non-smokers, levels of total NNAL that 

differentiate between frequent and infrequent smokers as well as differentiate between smokers 

and smokeless tobacco users, and levels of PAHs that indicate smoke exposure. Menthol is not 

currently used as a biomarker to differentiate between smokers of menthol and non-menthol 

cigarette brands because, as seen in chapter 4, there is no clear difference in urinary levels of 

menthol from these two groups. However, studies could be performed to compare levels of 

menthol extracted from a cigarette and levels of urinary menthol metabolites to see if there is a 

correlation between urinary menthol and menthol per-cigarette regardless of tobacco branding.  

 

Conclusions 

 While there are substantial amounts of data characterizing tobacco addiction and tobacco 

carcinogenesis, there is still a lot of work needed to fully characterize the clearance and 

detoxification of NNK. These data, summarized in Figure 5.3, may provide information that can 

be applied to the development of larger studies aimed at identifying genotypes and/or biomarkers 

to identify tobacco users at the highest risk for developing tobacco-related cancers. Both in vitro 

and in vivo studies indicate that there are distinct genotypes and tobacco additives that slow down 
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the detoxification of NNK. These data indicate that it is possible to identify tobacco users by 

genotype who may have a slower tobacco carcinogen metabolism. Additionally, the data presented 

in this thesis suggest that menthol as a tobacco additive may be slowing down initial tobacco 

carcinogen detoxification at the site of exposure thus placing tobacco users at greater risk for the 

development of tobacco-related cancers. Having identified this mechanism of action should lend 

strength to efforts to regulate menthol addition to tobacco products. The introduction section 

summarized the current body of work regarding metabolism of TSNAs, but also highlighted the 

current state of tobacco regulation and health disparities in the United States. There is still much 

work that needs to be done to translate these findings into tobacco regulation or clinically relevant 

biomarkers. The in vitro and in vivo work described in this dissertation is necessary to understand 

the impact of slowing down the detoxification of tobacco carcinogens, and to identify tobacco 

additives that could be increasing the harm from tobacco use. This dissertation adds to the 

Figure 5.3. Schematic of stereospecificity and detoxification inhibition within the NNAL to NNAL-Gluc 
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accumulated knowledge of the metabolism of TSNAs and menthol and may build on the data 

necessary to move the United States regulatory agencies towards additional tobacco regulations. 
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